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careful observation of the phonological characteristics of the Korean

language, and is perhaps the most scientific alphabet ever created.

Students unfamiliar with it will find it very logical and easy to learn.

Practice in writing the characters is included for familiarization with the.
structure of Ran' g it t. Students are urged to pay close attention to stroke

order, and to make sure that lines are evenly spaced and each syllable

fits neatly within a square box.

5. Each lesson is made up of Vocabulary, Pronunciation, Main Text,

Grammar, and Exercise sections.

In the Vocabulary section, the new words of the lesson are presented

along with a brief gloss in English. These glosses provide a general idea

of the meaning of the words; for more in-depth definitions students are

encouraged to consult at good dictionary or a native speaker of Korean.

The Pronunciation sections single. out vocabulary items which are

unusual or which have proven particularly difficult for English speakers.

The characteristic sounds of Korean should be learned accurately at an

early stage, to prevent the formation of bad habits which are difficult to

correct later on.

In the Main Texts, every effort has been made to provide interesting

dialogues. We have also included various aspects of Korean culture that

are necessary in learning the language of Korea. In doing so, we have

tried to blend cultural information into the text in a natural way, and

have tried to present the Korean culture of today, avoiding a dry over-

emphasis on traditional culture. The division of most lesson's Main T~xt

into two sections is merely for a change of scene, and is not academical-

ly significant.

Explanations of grammatical items are presented in English for

clearer understanding on the part of students who do not have the benefit
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of a teacher. The examples, however, are given without translations, and

are intended to further elucidate the way in which a given grammatical

item is used.

The Exercises should give students ample practice of the new vocab-

ulary and grammatical items presented in each lesson.

6. A glossary of vocabulary and grammatical items, and English transla-I 

tions of the Main Texts can be found at. the back of the book. In Volume

I, however, the English translations are placed immediately following

each Main Text.

In Volumes 2 and 3, however, the English translation of the dia-

logues has been placed at the back of the book. It is the authors' view

that whereas the English translation is helpful at the early stages, it can

become a hindrance at more advanced levels. At these levels it should be

used more as a reference: for checking comprehension, for discovering

the nuance of various expressions above and beyond their "dictionary

definitions," and for cultural and social insights through the many foot-

notes.

7. The format of the glossary of Volume I is different from that of the other

two volumes. In Volume I, each item is listed exactly as it appears in the

text, along with page on which it can be found. We feel that the begin.

ning student cannot be expected to know the basic forms of new words.

However, as intermediate and advanced students are at a higher level, all

items in the glossaries of Volumes 2 and 3 are listed by their basic

forms, along with the number of the lesson in which they are introduced.

Sang-Oak Lee

I
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A~ll 3!} ~~(1)

1. ~~ ~ .A} ~ Korean Vowels and Consonants
Han'gul (~~, the Korean alphabet) consists of forty letters.

Twenty-one of these represent vgwels (including thirteen diphthongs),

and nineteen represent consonants. Twenty-four are basic, while the

others are compounds of the basic letters.

Vowels: [EJCIJ@ EaEJwww
a 15 0 u u i I; e

! ,; c .

[}]m~~WW
ya yO yo yu yt ye

[1]~~GU~GJQ]
wa WE; WQ we we wi Ui

(or (» (or ii)

Consonants:

"' ~:"'~~'"' ;;""'1J :[3"' " 0 "" ~G0 "! ?~"t 0'L c. 2-D l::3 :,A'Q A

initial k- n- t- r- m- p- s- 0- cb-

medial -g- -n- -d- -r- -m- -b- -sh- -ng- -j-
final -k -n -t -I -m -p -t -fig -t

name kiyok niun tigut riul mium pilip shiot iung chiut

0[:1J000G[5J~0~
initial ch'- k'- t'- p'- h- kk- tt- pp- ss- cc-
medial -ch'- -k'- -t'- -p'- -h- -kk- -tt- -pp- -ss- -cc-
final -t -k -t -p -t -k 0 0 -t 0

name ch'iut k'iuk t'iut p'iup hiut ssang- ssang- ssang- ssang- ssang-
kiyok tigut pilip shiot chillt
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2. ~~~71 How to write Han'gul

All symbols of Han' gul are written from top to bottom and from

left to right. The order of the strokes is as illustrated below. Strokes

are never interrupted, not even when they change direction halfway.

A~% .
,

-~ G~

,L ~ t)~
~;

,g EJ,,! ;; ~"\I
;, 1"

8 ..IIi) ~ g 6 17;1
i

8 11 fi) ~ ~, ~ ~ ~

G G1::) 11 11i tt ~ E ~
~ ~

;. .c", ~ i !

E]JJh 6~

-4-



.:2. % Vowel:

i

}. A

~~

F -r

~ ~

1 ~l

11 ~
,

~ IT
,..

~l1 ~

;
..

-1-~
,

1

J.:j; 1

~ .~~ ~
-5-I 

, ,;,



",,:
3. ~71 oj ~ Let's write.

t r r tJ-}- ~
F ~ ~ F F ~ ~

1
~

.JL

i it '! 
1, 
f
i
!
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A~l 2 .J!} ~~(2)

1. :5::~ %:iL I:I:1-:C} ~ 71 Listen and repeat.

"

I ,:1
L___~=:_-~

:!::::.. .J:: T

0 oc1 t:f t:.~

.x. ~

r-:o--~ 1:1 t
1.. 1-1..11

,

0
"
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cr~~~:--~
~~,~ °...1

1 -1. ~71 oJ. '9- Let's write.

0 ()
-'-'"-~

-9 -

,



2. ~ 71 o,j "B- Let's read.

0.::::i::: ~T

bull radish
-:

~ C:~~~~~l/ b:~ 71 "-

'\-~\::~r ~ h:~::mus .

I 4- lake' 1::J r 4 sea

~ .~"'~."~:'~';~:~
--1~"

__4 ~,~~,:,.~,r'7)""',. ~ ':
, '" -.1 '

-.~.,r~T'~', .'. .~
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3. ~ 719-1- ~71 oj ~ Let's read and write...

O}71

-11-
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4. ~71 oj ~ Let's write.r

~
...

-12 -
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A~l 3 3!} ~~(3)

1. :!i:-~ %.:iL rtl-~ ~ 71 Listen and repeat.

[Q] °1 °t <>i o~ ~

~ ..2. + A *

[2] 7t 74
:ijl. '.:yf

~it 

~ y 4 \..i
=- .X- ( -T k

[E] ~ q ti .R ~
..E- :!r- .:v- ..Ii *

m 111 nt ~ n~ t:r:t

.E. !i- .Jf- .H. *

0 ~l.At ~i .A~ ~

~ ~ ? k *

-14-



j

rn ~l '~t. ~ ~ ~
§.- .:.0:. + A :fi-

1 -1. 1:3J 7J ull~71 Fill in the blanks.

0

'0,- , 'LJ
;, J::I ,
-,)1\"

-"

,r

0
~ '-

0

~-c
j

-15-



0 .

1-2. ~71 ~~ Let's write.

:'

~c
f.,.;,r

1,,I!
: ./
,

I,.
~~:iF

)

-16-



,

2. ~ 71 oj ~ Let's read.

..-2-1:!:J Sf: ~ + fr
duck ~ r ~- -milk -8-::=- ~~~=-= ;--\ "

'--:::::= \ ~
I

"}:) 1 T q 1:!:J

soap bridge ~~;;j~~~~~-I 

P-l1:!:J '--l- "}:) 1

head butterfly

1:3}A1 71 ~} ..-

trousers train
I- -

I <:> 3]: U .A 1-, -1l- , /00 ~ r
stamp ~ hat

o:t~t!.'f;-t:l.

q 1:3 } '--l- '--l-

iron banana
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3. ~ 71.2} ~71 oj ':!iff- Let's read and write.;, 

:;,

-18-
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4. ~71 oj ~ Let's write~

p~ 1:9

--
A*

-19-



A~l 4 3ft- ~~(4)

1. !i::-~ '%-1L 11:l-~ ~ 71 Listen and repeat.

1) 7} 7F 7~ ~ .JL ~ T -1t .:1- 71

2) \of 1-f 1.-1 '-4 J.. k -T- -11- ~ Y
3) 4 t::f 1:1 ~ £ .E -f- * E.. 1::J

4) ~ i!-}: ~~ ~ £- Xi- Jf- '* E. :cl
5) tIt tIF Pi ~ ..£- ..R -T- * E. 1:1]
6) 1:J} 1:JF ~ ~ Y-- 11- -¥- * ~ 1:J1

7) A} AF A~ A~ ~ :<1: 4- -:Tf- ~ A1
8) o} of <:>-l 0:1 ..2- -B- .J1!- % ~ °1

9) 7.} AF 7,1 A9 3::.. :Sf:.. -T- Tr- ~ 7,1

10) ~} ~F ~~ ~ .&. .:?i:. ~ * ?=. .;;i;1

11) 7} :7F ~ ~ ~ .is!- -1'- % 3. 71
12) "E:} Ef Ei E~ &- K ~ * E- E:J

13) 1I} :srf ~ .:sr~ ~ If. -f- '"* ~ 1Il" 
14) "8"} "8"F "6-1 ~ I 1L + .:fr ~ "8"1

* Order of Vowels and Consonants

1) Vowels:

r F 1 ~ ..1- .JL T lr -1

2) Consonants: "
-, L~ C e. U l:J A

0 A 7.. =J E JI -is-

-20-
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.1 -1. 1:JJ 7J ull4-71 Fill in the blanks.

L.r ~ ~i

4 4 t:.i

~r =2.f c1

pr P~

Or A -9- Ji>r

Ar" A~ ~ ~ ~

~~ ~F ~~ ~ ~

?r 7F 71 ~:ii!--y-

EtEf £.fi-~

.JLI- ~ ~ ~ .¥-

-g-r "8-~ ~ ~ -6::1 I .L + -i.. ~ "'61

-21-



2. ~~71oj~ Let's read.

A } ~ } ~7~~~ij~~~
measure car ~,J:...J-"

OFT ~~
baseball barley

71 ~ IS-
grapecoffee

O~ ~ ~ 7 } .."!:=-
fox card

-6 7-1 A L A 1 ,~IT r r t(""""~'i'~
tissue lion r:;, /l;i~I'

' ~;~~~~
£P}£ ~O}X """

tomato e piano

-22-



3. ~ 71!4 ~71 oj ~ Let's read and write.

,

I

-23-



4. ~71oj::!ij- Let's write.

t:1 ..5:- ~ ~ ~ 't:11 Al ~ ~ -

E-J3:1

-24 -I



.,.
J'

1,

~t ~

-25-



A~l 5 .j1} ~~(5)

1. ~A}~ -2-0} ~71 How to compose syllabic units.
When we write individual letters in a syllabic unit for actual

writing, there are five cases. As illustrated in the following diagram,

the individual letters are arranged and proportioned to fit neatly into

a square box, and are always read from left to right, then top to

bottom.

lEEJl I (2) ~I ~I I (2) (!) ~ ~I -71@ : -., u:: 1 I
I / J_1 @ ~7 ' 1- "" , ~
I r (2) -@ , ~:c.l (j) C 1-1. 5:..~ %Jl ttl-4 ~71 Listen and repeat.

rn 7,} 7J: 7J;
7J 7J 7J- t,

W' ,
.\

m
-26-



2. !i:~ %3L ttl-c.} ~~ 71 !Listen and repeat.

rn

[1],

...

W

jiiijjij'I:II~~"~~
eye

oJ
~~~~i~'

mouth

**
star

I
I

-27-



~~ bear

~
ear

t)
sun

~Q~jI1""'" \j~ 'c'~ ~
/,/ 6')" ,~~!!fJY
,Jlffi.y fli'~. IlI1U(f\1fl) rose

[J [J

aD
00

school

;-~~
cloud

-28-



3. ~71 oJ ~ Let's write.

9J ~ "6} -"'il ~ AJ pJ ~ 7
of- :: f A-II 0 ~~ at- tJr '!)
L.:. -J.L- 0 2. L.:. f

01- I ...<.if () ~-t at- tJ~ 7~ QI 0
L- r J.L 0 2. l- "Ff.J.L

~ ~ 51- 1-11 R ~ 1 f1l Il!- ;:11- S(=J -PI-I 

0

..i:L

-29-



A~l 6 :i4- ~ ~

Lesson 6 Hi ! \

" '
c ;;

"

i.'
('"

~ot D-f~ Vocabulary

°J~ peacefulness ~1/.14 to be, stay

9J-~ "8"}4 to be peaceful ~ again

°J~"8"l in peace tJJ"Lf4 to meet

7}4 to go
* °J~, 9J-~ "8"}4, and 9J-~ -'51 are only used in greetings.

~ ~§ Pronunciation
1. When two' L'S are pronounced in a row, say each syllable

separately, distinguishing clearly between them : 9J-~ [9J-1 ~]

2. tJJ"Lf4 [tJJ 1 "Lf4]

-30-



A. ~! 4- Hi!

1%
B. °J~! Hi!

A. oJ-~ '"8"tA~l J::l? Hello.
Co -UJo.- J(~ ('oS

B. °J~ '"8"tA~l J::l? Hello.

~v

i A. °J~ "51.?lA~1 J::l. Good-bye! s-tc.~,.~I

B. oJ-~'"8"l 741A~1J::l. Good-bye! l.e""""~
s:j;;~

A. .EE PJ-"Lf J::l. See you again!

B. .EE PJ-"Lf J::l. See you again!

,,-,

'I' ~
t"~ " ,w' ~{

"", ~";,

,'i-
,.

f ,"-

,t:J; "'"

"t

~:t;,~

-31-



ff7 @tg1 Grammar

1. -~.

(1) '-~' is a polite, informal verb ending.

(2) '-~' follows verb roots ending with a vowel.
(3) Both questions and statements can end with '- ~' in Korean.

They are differentiated only by intonation.

(4) A verb can be a complete sentence in Korean.

7} I ~?()") Do (you) go?

7} I ~.(~) (I) go.

pJ\.f I ~? Do (you) meet (him)?

pJ\.f I~. (I) meet (him).

2. -A~l~?

(1) '-A~l~?' is more polite than '-~?'. It implies respect of the

speaker for the subject of the verb.

(2) The answer to '-A~l~?' is not '-A~l~' but '-~' when referring

to the first person.

7}IA~1~? Do you go?

7}1~. I go.

pJ\.f I A~l ~? Do you meet (him)?
pJ\.f I~. I meet (him). '

3. -A~l~.
(1) '-A~l~' means 'Please do -' when referring to the second

person.
(2) When referring to the third person, '-A~l~' is just a polite ..

ending.

7}IA~1~. Please go.

7} I A~l~. (He) goes.

pJ\.f I A~l~. Please meet (him).

pJ\.f I A~l~. (She) meets (him).
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4. Unlike in English, there are two basically different ways to say

'Good-bye!' depending on the situation. To say good-bye, one

does not say "9J-~ '8:"t,J.~l.S!.- ", but rather "9J-~ '8:"1 7t,J.~1.S!.-" or "oJ~

'8:"1 ~1 ,J.~1.S!.- ", depending on whether the other person is leaving or

staying.

(1) If the speakers leave the place at the same time, both of them

say "9J-~ '8:"1 7t,J.~1.S!.- ".

(2) If one of the speakers stays in the place, those who are leaving

say "9J-~'8:"1 ~1,J.~1~" to the person who will stay.

D <21 @ Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) (When both of the speakers leave the place at the same time)

Good-bye! 9J-~ '8:"1 I ~?_t~":!l~ Good-bye! °J~ '8:"1 I_Zt_l.::jL~ (2) A is leaving, B is staying.

A : Good-bye! 9J-~ '8:"1 1_?jJ_~jL~ B : Good-bye! 9J-~ '8:"1 1_?i_~iL~ 2. Translate into Korean.

( ) .cc 7 .i 0 ? (1) Do you go there agaIn? ~ r..i.L.

(2) I go (there) again. !:£ 7!-..fL

(3) Do you meet (her) again? ~ at.! LI- JL~

(4) .I meet (her) again. EE- ~ Lt- Jill

j
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A~l 7 .J!} ~ot J:l?

Lesson 7 Is (it) good? .

~ot O-I~ Vocabulary

~4 to be good }:J17l.}4 to be expensive

1.-il yes 7I.}4 to be inexpensive

°17;! this (thing) o}yA no

-£ also, too ~ 7

A~ 7;! that thing over there 7.J 1,000

4 all, both .::z..7;! that one

~p} how much -oJ1A? Is it -?

p,} 10,000 -oJ1A. It is -.

~ won (Korean monetary unit)
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A. -'f:-o} J:l? Is it good?

B. ~1, -'f:-o} J:l. Yes, it is good.

A. 0 17}. s=- -'f:-o} J:l? Is this also good?

B. ~1, ..:L7}.s=- -'f:-o}J:l. Yes, that is also good.

A. A~ 7}.s=- -'f:-o} J:l? Is that also good?

B. ~l, A~ 7}. s=- -'f:-o} J:l. Yes, that is also good.

A. q -'f:-o} J:l? Are they all good?

B. q -'f:-o} J:l. They are all good.

*********

A. ~ 1=1 }~1 J:l? How much is it?

B. 11J-~ 01 oll J:l. It is 10,000 won.

A. "t:Jl~} J:l. It is expensive.

B. "t:Jl~}J:l? Expensive?

A. 0 17}.S=- "t:Jl~} J:l? Is this also expensive?

B. O}YJ:l, ~}J:l. No, it is not expensive.

A. ~ 1=1 }c:t11 J:l? How much is it?

B. ~~~olollJ:l. It is 7,000 won.
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~ ~~ Pronunciation
1. '"8-' is not pronounced when the following syllable begins with a

vowel : ~o} J:l[.3:. 0 } J:l]

2. When the following syllable begins with a consonant, the

consonant following '"8-' is aspirated : ~4[.3:.'E-}]

3. The pronunciation of the final consonant in a syllable is realized

as the first consonant of the following syllable which begins with

a vowel : t:rJ-~ 01 011 J:l[t:r}~ Y 011 J:l]

r7" ~~ Grammar

1. -oflJ:l?

(1) '-oflJ:l?' following a noun means 'Is it -?'

(2) '-oflJ:l?' is used when the noun to which it is attached ends

with a vowel.

6.:i1l-1 ofl J:l? Is it I Lesson 6?

t:1l§} I oflJ:l? Is it! a dialogue?

A}.:i1l-loflJ:l? Is it I an apple?

2. -01011 J:l?

(1) '-01 011J:l?' and '-oflJ:l?' have exactly the same meaning.

(2) '-01011 J:l?' follows nouns ending with a consonant.

t:rJ-~ 101011J:l? Is it I 10,000 won?

Aj 3l!: I 01011 J:l? Is it I a present?

~%IOl011J:l? Is it I a practice?

* In English, there are two different' to be's, one meaning "to

exist" and the other meaning "to be equal to". '-oflJ:l/-ol011
n , " b I t "..il- means to e equa o.

*When '-oflJ:l/-ol011J:l' endings are nbt pronounced with rising

intonation, they represent not questions but statements.

3. -.£ also, too
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I
1:31;lJ.} -B-. (It) is expensive.

o};;:;:- 1:31;lJ.} -B-. (It) is very expensive.
0 17;! o};;:;:- 1:31;lJ.} -B-. This is very expensive.

0 17;!.:s::. o};;:;:- 1:31;lJ.} -B-. This, too, is very expensive.

4. Sino-Korean cardinal numbers

0 oa 10 -AJ 20 01 -AJ 100)3~

1 ~ 11 -AJ ~ 21 01 -AJ ~ 1,000 ~

2 01 12 -AJ 01 22 01 -AJ 01 10,000 pJ

3 -AJ- 13 -AJ -AJ- 23 01 -AJ -AJ- 100,000 -AJ pJ

4 A} 14 -AJ A} 24 01 -AJ A} 1,000,000)3~ pJ

5..2- 15 -AJ..2- 25 01 -AJ...2- 10,000,000 7.J pJ

6 * 16 -AJ * 26 01 -AJ * 100,000,000 ~

7 7.J 17 -AJ ~ 27 01 -AJ 7.J 1,000,000,000 -AJ ~

8 ~ 18 -AJ ~ 28 01 -AJ ~ 1,000,000,001 -AJ ~ ~

9 T 19 -AJ T 29 01 -AJ T 1,000,000,011 -AJ ~ -AJ ~

D <21 B Practice
1. Fill in the blanks.

~ ~o 7(1) Is this I good? 0 17;! I-":i~--~_.: I cheap? I ~~-~-~! I expensive? 1-~J-~!_t~-~---

(2) That is I an apple. A~ 7;! 1-~t_S!:_~_~~l~ -£
.I 1,000 won. 1-~-~~_~~~iI_R .

I very expensive. I ~t~-~J_~~t.$-.

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) It is good. 4- 0..- £.-.
5

(2) It is expensive. t:;tl ..<.,.<.t-.fL-.

(3) It is cheap. ~,{ \:- Si-
(4) How much is it? °g 01- o1.fL C.",.-

(5) It is 1,000 won. t ~ ~ 0\ ~"I ~.
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A~l 8 4 o~717} <>i ~ ~lR?

Lesson 8 Where are we?

~ Of~ Vocabulary
~71 here A~?%f- that way

-7} (subject marker) ~4 to be far

Oiq where 7}7?J-q to be near

*~ (a major street in Seoul) ~1J} how long
t:11 A r::ifJ: em bass y 7J. '2-14 to take (time)

-llr:Al to, until !L five

.JI~'::fi-Y4. Thank you. JJ: minute

~ 1=1..]:oll J:l. You're welcome. -;?(i:- approximately

-38-
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A. ~717t ~~<:xllJl.? Where are we?

B. %-.?-<:xl1Jl.. We are in Chong-No. 7-:jJ;;- -

A. ~At-¥l-°l ~~<:xllJl.? Where is the embassy?

B. A~?fft-O 1 <>11 Jl.. It is over there.

A. "t?J.~Jl.? Is it far?

B~ °tyJl., 7t7!t5l-~.fl. No. It is nearby.

II
A. ~pt"Lf ~(~Jl.? How long does it take?

B. -2-.1J: ~ ~ Jl.. It takes 5 minutes.

*********
1

A. ~ At-¥l-O 1 "t?J.~Jl.? Is the embassy far?

B. 1-'11, "t?J. ~ J:L. Yes, it is far.

A. ~ .1J: ~ ~ Jl.? How many minutes does it take?

B. 40 (At""J) .1J: ~~Jl.. It takes 40 minutes.

A. ~~ <:xl1Jl.? Where is it?

B. :i!J-§}-Jf/::° 1 <>11 Jl.. It is in Kwanghwa- Mun.

A. .Jl~~Y4. Thank you.

B. q}~ -B-1 7tA~1Jl.. Bye!
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~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. '.7.' as the final consonant of a syllable is not pronounced as '.7.'

but as 'c.' when the following syllable begins with a consonant:
t:l:;'I 1::f [~ 1::f] [ rr.:J tJU ].*. -;L"- 1:: -;L"- , ~

2. Two consecutive' 2.' S sound like [1], but the tip of the tongue

should touch the roof of the mouth, rather than the front teeth: Ii

7J~R [7J~R]

u7" ~~ Grammar

1. -7}

(1) '-7}' marks the subject of a verb or descriptive verb. It is often

omitted in conversation.

(2) '-7}' follows nouns which end with a vowel.

-o:[:ii!J} ~o-iR? Is the school far?

-o:[:ii!J} ~o-iR. The school is far.

7}7117} 7}7J}!f-~R? Is the shop nearby?
7}7117} 7 }7J}!f-~ R. The shop is nearby.

2. -01

(1) The meaning of '-01' is exactly the same as '-7}'.

(2) '-01' follows nouns which end with a consonant.

.:L ~ 01 -'f:-o} R? Is that house good?

.:L ~ 01 -'f:-o} R. That house is good.

-5}:;0 1 ~} R? Are the clothes cheap?

-5}:;0 1 ~} R. The clothes are cheap.

3. -01

(1) Subject markers are optional in conversation.

(2) Subject markers can be replaced with a short pause.

~ o-i R.

O}T ~o-iR.
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~ Ar:ifJ: °rT ~0"iJ:l. The embassy is very far.

~ Ar:ifJ:O 1 °tT ~0"iJ:l. The embassy is very far.

0 <21 '8- Practice
1. Fill in the proper subject marker.

(1) 0:171 (7"') O"i ~ 0=11 J:l?
(2) ~ Ar:ifJ:( 0 I ) ~ 0"iJ:l?

(3) ~ ( 01) 7t7Jt-?-~ J:l?

(4) Ar~( 7)-) l:3171.tJ:l?

(5) *( 01) 7I.r J:l?

2. Read the numbers.

(1) 135

(2) 2,468

(3) 70,101 i/

(4) 901,120 c.

(5) 1,020,301

3. Translate into Korean. ..
(1) Where are we? @;>

(2) Where is it? .

(3) How long does it take?

(4) It takes 10 minutes.

(5) Thank you.
(1)_o=l717/- o-lrlc4/2L?

(1-) 0-1 cl o-=/rJ?t.-?

Q) ~ 111- LI- 7! c-=l R-~

(4) IO~ 7[2~R-.
(r;;) L l=J:Ir .g. L I ct.
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.A~ 1 9 .:i!1- -T- -:r- A~ 1.-9- ?

Lesson 9 \1\110 is it?

j

I

Jot Oi~ Vocabulary
-T-T- who O"i A~ go ahead and

A~ I, me (humble) 13J7J4 to be glad to see

o} Ah ~4 to sit

%0"i..2-4 to come in 7-l.Ir1 coffee

~~ -8"}A~l J:l. Hello. %4 to eat (polite)

~ T friend -AJ -eJ- sugar ,

7.J:O 1 together ~ one

..2-4 to come 7ij piece
* O"i A~ is used only in commands.

.~. 1M5iiJ; Pronunciation

I. ~4 [L-1E-tJ : ~~A~lJ:l [L-l~A~lJ:LJ

2. cr::J:4 [oJu:tJ : cr::J:~J.~l J:L [oJ~J.~l J:LJ

3. 'E' in front of '01' is pronounced as ':7:,.' : 7.J:°l [7};1;1]
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A. -T-T-~il J:l? Who is it?

B. A1 ~1J:l. It's me.

A. -T-T- J:l? Who?

B. ~lAJol<>llJ:l. Hye-Sun.

i A. 0 t, ~l, %<>i -5'-~il J:l. Oh, yes, come in.

B. <>J~-6t~ilJ:l? How are you?

A. l..-il, °J~-6t~ilJ:l? Fine, and you?

B. ~T£ 7;):01 ~<>iJ:l. I've come here with my friend.

*********

A. <>i -1..1 -5'-~il J:l. Come on in!

B. 13J7J~y1:}. Nice to see you!

A. ~t.~~il J:l. Have a seat.

B. .:i:!-tJJ~y1:}. Thank you.

A. ~ ~ E.-I.. 1 ~ <>i J:l? Would you like some coffee?

B. ~l,.:i:!- tJJ~ Y 1:}. Yes, thank you.

A. A~ ¥ ~ ~~il J:l? Do you take sugar?

B. l..-i1. ~ 7~ J:l. Yes, one spoon, please.
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~!fi!:~ Grammar
1. -"'~1-R.

(1) '-"'~1-R.' is an honorific imperative ending.

(2) '-"'~1-R.' follows verb roots ending with a vowel.

(3) '~A~ -2-"'~1-R.' is often used as a greeting to customers in

stores and restaurants.

(4) '-~-R.' may be used in place of '-"'~1-R.'

-2-1 "'~1-R. Come (here), please.

%~ -2-1 "'~1-R. Come in, please.

~ A~ -2-1 "'~1-R. Come on in, please.

2. -~"'~1-R.

(1) '-~"'~1-R.' is the same as '-"'~1-R.' in its meaning.

(2) '-~"'~1-R.' follows verb roots ending with a consonant.

(3) '-~~-R' may be used in place of '-~"'~1-R.'

~ I ~"'~1-R. Put (it) in, please.

'?J: I ~"'~1-R. Have a seat, please.

~ I ~"'~1-R. Read (it), please.

3. 7J:o 1 [7}:7;1] together

-2-"'~1-R. Come (here), please.

7.J:O 1 -2-"'~1-R. Come (here) together, please.

~ -T-.5:- 7J:o 1 -2-"'~1-R. Come (here) with (your) friend, please.

4. -T-T who

-T-T"'~1-R? Who is it? (polite)

-T-T~1..fl? Who is it? (informal)

-T-T..fl? Who? (asking for a repetition of a name)

0 <21@ Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Please I come in. %~ -2- 1 -44 -



1 go. 7} I ~ 1 meet(him). pJ~ 1 (2) Please I sit down. ~ 1 1 wear(it). oJ 1 1 close(it). ~ 1 2. Translate into Korean.

(I) Who is it?

(2) It's me.

(3) Nice to see you.

(4) Come on in,please.

(5) Would you like some coffee?

Sino-Korean M d ' n Cardinal Ordinal

(D t )0 I ler a e

numbers numbers numbers

1 oJ. ~ w~tf one ~ ~ w~-!f- the first (day)

2 01 ~ % two %7/.~ °l~ the second (day)

3 AJ J.~l. A~ .A~ ~ three ~ 7/.~ A~-t- the third (day)

4 A~ t.il.\..~ .t.i \.j! four \.j!7/.~ tf-t- the fourth (day)

5..2- qA)..~ qA). five qA).~ ~A~ the fifth (day)

6 * ( ~ ) ~ A). .~ ~ A). six ~ A). 7/.~ ~ A~ the sixth (day)

7 ~ oJ. ~ °J.~ seven ~ ~7/.~ 0 1 ~l the seventh (day)

8 Jl): o~ ~d o~ ~d eight ~ ~d 7/.~ ~ E-~~l the eighth (day)

9 T o}-t- o~-t- nine 0~-t-7/.~ o~I~l the ninth (day)

10 "11 ~ ~ ten ~~ oJ -t- the tenth (day)

"i qa
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A~110 3ft ~ ~ 9-""~1-9-.

Lesson 10 Give me a newspaper.

~~t 0-/-91 Vocabulary

~ 3fi:: newspaper A}AJ dictionary

9-4 to give -.g.. (topic marker)

914 to be (exist) -~l at (a time or place)

~ tJ} how much A~ ~ over there

-AJ three .1J-Al magazine

1J~ hundred crJ.4 not to exist

(opposite of 914)

~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. 'HI-' in front of consonants is pronounced as ' 1:)' : crJ. 4 [~:ttl-]

2. In front of vowels 'liA' is pronounced as follows: crJ.~A[~~A]
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A. AJ ~ ~.J.i1..9-. Give me a newspaper, please.

B. <:>-1=- ~~ol..9-? Which newspaper?

A. ~~~.."!i!...9-. The Korea Times, please.

B. <:>:171 ~ <:>-1..9-. Here you are.

A. ~tJ}o:j1..9-? How much is it?

B. 200 (0 1 ~J1) ~ 01 011..9-. It is 200 won.

A. <:>:171 ~ <:>-1..9-. Here you are.

B. ~~"'8"1 7}A~1..9-. Bye!

*********

A. A}~ -f!:- <:>-11:1 ~ <:>-1..9-? Where are the dictionaries?

B. Al ?i:f-~1 ~ <:>-1..9-. They are over there.

A. ~A1£ ~<:>-1..9-? Are there magazines, also?

B. ~l, ~ <:>-1..9-. Yes, there are.

A. ~ ~-f!:- <:>-11:1 ~ <:>-1..9-? Where are the newspapers?

B. AJ~-f!:- <:>:171 ~<:>-1..9-. Here are the newspapers.

A. *.-9;- "E-}°J~ ~<:>-1..9-? Don't you have the New York

Times?

B. *.-9;- "E-}oJ?::- '?iJ.<:>-1..9-. I don't have the New York Times.
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K7 ~~ Grammar

1. -~J:l.

(1) '-~J:l' is a polite, informal ending(c.f. pp.52, 68).

(2) '-~J:l' follows syllables containing the vowels '~' '~' '~'

'-fI-' '~' 'ol'('Yin' or dark vowels).

~ I ~J:l? Do you have (it)?

~ I ~J:l. I have (it).

<?iJ.1 ~J:l? Don't you have (it)?

<?iJ.1 ~J:l. I don't have (it).

2. -01J:l?
(1) '-01 J:l?' is a polite ending meaning "You are talking about-?"

(2) '-01J:l' is used when asking for or giving confirmation or

repetition.
(3) '-~J:l' follows nouns which end with a consonant.

.:L Ar.~ I 01 J:l? You are talking about him?

.:L A}~ 101 J:l. I am talking about him.

0 1 7.~ I 01 J:l? You mean this book?

0 1 7.~ 101 J:l. I mean that book.

3 2-
.1-

(1) '--fl::' is used for emphasizing a subject or an object. It also

marks the general topic of the sentence.

(2) '--fl::' follows syllables that end with a consonant.

<?iJ. ~ J:l. There isn't.

~ -¥: <?iJ. ~ J:l. I don't have a newspaper.

~ -¥:-fl:: <?iJ. ~ J:l. I don't have a newspaper

(but I might have something else).

~71 ~-¥:-fl:: <?iJ.~J:l. There aren't any newspapers here

(but there might be some other things).
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D <21 @ Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Do you have I a newspaper? ~ JJ: 1 I have 1 a newspaper. ~ JJ: 1 (2) You mean I a dictionary? ArAJ 1 I

1 d . t ' AL~~
1mean a lC lonary. r ~ 2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Give me an apple.

(2) Here you are.

(3) How much (is it)?

(4) I have (it).

(5) I don't have (it).

';:''I'"

~~i;~:!
!~r[

,,;~:t ~(~,~'..""'!Ii '1'~ ;..~ .'

, ,~f~~'!~~t~.'\., ", 'if;!, ';~:t )';70'

:'~..~:q;';,~K~: ,-,. C1
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A~111 .J!} 7J ~1 ~~ o.i -9-?

Lesson I I Does kimchi taste good?

I

~ot Oi~ Vocabulary
7,:1 7.1 kimchi ~ ~o} J:l (It) is O.K.
~9l4 to taste good 0, ttl1 J:l? How is (it)?

"'f-4 to be good t-f~4 to be bad

~ taste t-f1JU} J:l (It) is bad.

~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. '».' is pronounced' c' before a consonant:

~9l4 [p}.AJ4] -[p}Altt}]
2. '~<?iJ.4' is an exception: ~<?iJ.4[p}t::Jtt}], ~<?iJ.<>iA[p}t::J~A]
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A. 7t1 ~l ~9l~..9-? Is kimchi delicious?
B ~1 11]-olnJ 0 Y .t ' d 1.. .1;11, A).). -'-li-. es, I IS e ICIOUS.

A. ol7}..5:- ~ 9l ~ ..9-? Is this also good?

B. ol7}..5:- ~9l~..9-. This is also good.

A. A~ 7}..g- ~ tr11..9-? What about that one?

B. A~7}..g- ~ ~~..9-. That doesn't taste good.

A. ~ ~~..9-? It doesn't taste good?

B. 1.-il, ~ ~~..9-. No, it doesn't taste good.

*********

A. ol7}. ~:?t°}..9-? Is this O. K. ?

B. ~l, ~:?t°}..9-. Yes, it's O. K.

A. ol7}..g- ~ tr11..9-? What about this, then?

B. .:L7}..g- t-t1JU}..9-. That is bad.

A. A~7}..g- ~tr11..9-? How about that one, then?

B. A~ 7}..g- ~:?t°}..9-. That one is O. K.

A. ~ :?t°}..9-? It's O. K. ?

B. ~l, ~:?t°}..9-. Yes, it's O. K.
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[7 ~~ Grammar

1. -o-i A.

~9l1 ~ A? Does (it) taste good?

~9l1 ~ iL. (It) tastes good.

~ ~ 1 ~ iL? Doesn't (it) taste good?

~ ~ I ~A. (It) doesn't taste good.

2. -o}A.

(1) The meaning of'-o}iL.' is the same as '-~A.'

(2) '-o}iL' follows syllables containing the vowels 'o}' 'oF' '-2-'

'A' ('Yang' or bright vowels).

'%-Io} iL? Is (it) good?

'%-Io} iL. (It) is good.

TiIJ-lo} A? Are there a lot?

TiIJ-lo} iL. There are a lot.

3. --E

(1) '--E' is used for emphasing a subject or an object.

(2) '--E' follows syllables that end with a vowel(c.f. p.48).

~9l~.S!.-. (It) tastes good.

% ~9l ~ A. (It) tastes very good.

At~ % ~9l ~ iL. The apple tastes very good.

At~ % ~9l~.S!.-. The apple tastes very good.

D <21 E Practice

1. Choose the proper ending.

(1) Do you 1 eat (it)? ~ 1 I 1 eat (it). ~ 1 (2) Do you 1 get the phone? :AJ:§1- 1:3J: 1 I I get the phone. :AJ§} 1:3J: 1 -52-



2. Fill in the proper topic marker (' -f!::' or '.:c-').

(1) °17}.( ) <>iyqJJ:l?
..=1-7}. ( ) ~ ~ <>i J:l.

(2) At.:il}( ) ~ ~<>iJ:l?
At.:il}( ) 3i!l:?:;j;o t J:l.

3. Say the opposite words.
(1) ~t J:l. .

(2) ~o t J:l.

(3) ~<>iJ:l.

(4) ~<>iJ:l.

(5) ~~<>iJ:l.

" .
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A~112 3!} 0.1 L:1 7}A~1-9-?

Lesson 12 Wtere are you going?

~

~o~ O-I~ Vocabulary
~ ..li!. school ~J half

-011 to (a place) ~~ quickly

~~ class .A1:.3}-6}4to begin

-01 (subject marker) oj All when
~ what, how many ~ minute
.Al o'clock -~011 before (time)

~ 4 did -3!}- and

~~ already A~pl914to be interesting
o}-t- 9 (pure Korean number)

--¥-Ei from{marks temporal or spatial starting point)

~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. ~4 [~4]- ["6~n:1-] 2. ~oi.S!.- ["6~~.S!.-]
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A. ~1:.l 7}.J.~1-9-? Where are you going?

B. ~ ..ii!.011 7} -9-. I'm going to school.

A. 4-~ 01 91 ~ -9-? Do you have class?

B. t:i1, 4-~ 01 91 ~ -9-. Yes, I have a class.

A. ~ A1011 A1:3f"BR-9-? What time does it begin?

B. 10 «?J.)Al011 A1:3f"BR-9-. It begins at 10 o'clock.

A. ~~ 9 (o}-%)A11:3Jol011-9-. It is already 9:30

~~:ci 7}.J.~1-9-. Hurry up!

*********

A. 4-~ A1:3f~~-9-? Has the class begun?

B. "l-il, A1:3f~~-9-. Yes, it's begun.

A. oJ~l Al:3f~~-9-? When did it begin?

B. .!r-.lfl:: :AJ011 A1:3f~~-9-. It began 5 minutes ago.

A. ~ ~ .:g-Jf-"BR-9-? Which lesson do we study?

B. :s!J: ~ .:g-Jf-"BR -9-. We study Lesson 8.

A. A~ p 191 ~ -9-? Is it interesting?

B. "l-i1, ARpl91~-9-. Yes, it is interesting.
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@" ~~ Grammar

1. -'6~J:L? Do you -?

!{-~ :g-.ljL I '6~ J:L? What do you study?

~~~ :g-.ljL I ~..r:?-. I study Korean.

ojA11 -1-1-:3f I '6~J:L? When does it begin?

~ -1-1011 -1-1-:3f I '6~ J:L. It begins at 1 o'clock.

2. -~~J:L? Did you -?

:g-.ljL I ~ ~..r:?-? Did (you) study?

:g-.ljL I ~ ~..r:?-. (I) studied.

oJ I ~~..r:?-? Did (you) work?

~ I~~..r:?-. I worked.

3. -<>11 to (a place)

7}A~1J:L? Do you go?

~jjl 7}A~1J:L? Do you go to school?

~jjl<>11 7}A~1J:L? Do you go to school?

-.2-~ ~jjl011 7}A~1J:L? Do you go to school today?

4. (1) There are two kinds of cardinal numbers in Korean.

(2) When referring to the hour, pure Korean numbers are used.

(3) When referring to the minute, Sino-Korean cardinal numbers

are used.

1 : 00 ~ -1-1 8:00 ~~ -1-1 [~t:J. ~lJ

2 : 00 -T- -1-1 9:00 o}% -1-1

3 : 00 A~l -1-1 .10:00 ~ -1-1

4 : 00 ~1 -1-1 11 :00 ~~ -1-1

5 : 00 QA}. -1-1 12:00 ~-T- -1-1

6 : 00 ~A}. -1-1 1:0 1 ~ -1-1 ~ *

7 : 00 ~~ -1-1 10: 10 -~ -1-1 AJ *
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11:11 ~~ -"'1 AJ~ * 12:30 ~T -"'1 AJAJ *
12:12 ~T -"'1 AJO1 * (~T -"'l13J)

D <21 E Practice
1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Did you I make a phone call? :AJ"§} 1 I I made a phone call. :AJ"§} 1 (2) Did you I say? pJ .1 I I said. pJ 1 2. Read the time.

(1) 5: 15

(2) 11:37

(3) 2: 46

(4) 4: 51

(5) 10: 30

0 pc 0,.,~.. 0

.-<I ott c) 9

,~0 -°41) ~
00' 0
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A~113 .J!} 0-1 t:.1 () ts4 2- ?

..~Lesson 13 Are you In pain.

i>

Jot O-J~ Vocabulary

°r~4 to be sick, to hurt 7J71 a cold
0 r1I}...fL I am sick, It hutts. 7J. ~ 4 to catch (a cold)

ni ~ head 7J. ~ 4 to have caught (a cold)

Ar'T- often 7J.~0i...fL I've caught (a cold).

7~ every once in a while °r~ (not) yet, still

911 why ~ not
'£'E-4 to not know 7J-4 (I) went
%~ ...fL (I) don't know. 7J-0i...fL (I) went.

~~.g. Pronunciation
1. '-,' after' tJ' is pronounced like' g' : 7J71

2. ~ ~[~~] -[P=1~]
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A. o}1I}..2-? Are you in pain?

B. 1.-11, o}1I}..2-. Yes, I'm sick.

A. ~-c1 o}1I}..2-? Where does it hurt?

B. Pi~7} o}1I}..2-. I have a headache.

A. .A}~ o}1I}..2-? Does it hurt often?

B. 7~ o}1I}..2-. It hurts from time to time.

A. 911 o}}I}..2-? Why does it hurt?

B. -J?e:~..2-. I don't know.

*********

A. ~-c1 o}}I}..2-? Are you in pain?

B. 1.-11, 7J71 7J~~..2-. Yes, I've caught a cold.

A. ~ ~ oll 7J-~..2-? Did you go to a hospital?

B. o}~ q}- 7J-~..2-. Not yet.

A. ~~ol 7}7J}.Sj-~..2-? Is the hospital near?

B. ~1, 7}7J}.Sj-~..2-. Yes, it is near.

A. ~ .1J.::?(f 7J. ~..2-? How many minutes does it take?

B. 15(-AJ!i-).lJ::?{j 7J.~..2-.. It takes about 15 minutes.
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@'" ~~ Grammar

1. '-9;},~J:L.'

(1) '-9;},~J:L.' is a past tense ending.

(2) '-9;},~J:L.' follows vowels such as '~' 'o:f' '-}' 'fT-' '-E-' '01'

('Yin' or dark vowels).

7J71 ~~~J:L? Have you caught a cold?

7J71 ~~~J:l. I've caught a cold.

10* ~~~J:l? Did it take 10 minutes?

1 0* ~ ~ ~ J:l. It took 10 minutes.

2. -~~J:l.

(1) The meaning of '-~~J:l' is the same as '-9;},~J:l.'
(2) '- ~~ J:l' follows syllables with vowels such as '0 t' 'oF' '!i-'

'J:L'('Yang' or bright vowels).

~ ~ 011 ~~ J:l? Did you go to a hospital?

~ ~011 ~~ J:l. I went to a hospital.

oJ ~~J:L? Didn't you go?

9J- ~~J:l. I didn't go.

* The past 1ense of -6~ -9- is ~ oi J:L.

3. -01

(1) There is no big difference between '~J- 0}:sI}J:L.' and '~J-°1 0}:sI}J:L.'

(2) The subject marker, '-01 '(or '-7}') is optional in conversation.

0}:sI} J:L. (It) hurts.

~J- 0}:sI}-9-. (My) feet hurt.

~J-°1 0}li}J:L. (My) feet hurt.

o}~ ~J-°l 0}:sI}J:L. (My) feet still hurt.

4. 7J'2-l q catch (a cold), to take (time)

7J. :e.1.J.~1 J:L? 7J. i!:1-9-.

7J. :e.1 ~ oi J:L? 7J. ~ oi J:L.
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5. °t~4 hurt

°t~A~l..fL? °tJJ1...fL.

°t~.1:J.oi..fL? °t~oi..fL.

D <21 g Practice
1. Change to past tense.

(1) 7.}~ o}3I} J:l?

(2) 7~ °t3I}J:l.
(3) (?j- 7}J:l?

(4) oJ 7} J:l.

(5) ~~~ -:g--¥-"5~ J:l.

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Where does it hurt?

(2) I have a headache.

(3) I don't know.

(4) I've caught a cold.

(5) Did you go to a hospital?

i;

0

,..bw,n~ ~

,
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\

A~l 14 4 ~.A~ -2-~~1-9-.

Lesson 14 Come on in!

i

~

~o~ Oi~ Vocabulary
~ A~ go ahead and ~7?l a moment

-1:1..): only, just 714~4 to wait
~J- room ~~ (Korean heating system)

<:xl1 ~ reservation Al'd- last, past

<:xl1~"'ls}4 to .make a reservation -'T- week
~ 7.J how many days AJ % name (honorific)

-%9J- during, for ~~~l how

~lA14 to stay(honorific) ~4 to be bright

"'lsW one day
* '-.?:-%' is the traditional Korean heating system. Pipes under the

floor are heated, warming the whole room.
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A. 0-1 A1 !l-A~l..9-. Come on in, please.

B. 1::Jd- 910-1..9-? Do you have a room?

A. 0=11 ~"8"r~ 0-1..9-? Did you make a reservation?

B. °rY..9-. No.

A. ~~%oJ ~lA1~0-1..9-? How many days do you want to

stay?

B. "8"~..9-. One day.

A. 7iJ-7{l-pJ 714~~1..9-. Wait a moment, please..

B. °r,.,g-% 1::Jd-% -'T-J.~1..9-. Ah, I want a Korean-style room.

*********

A. 7-1'cl- -'T-oll ~l ~% ~ 01..9-. I made a reservation last

week.

B. Aa %0 1 0-1~~1 ~A~l..9-? What's your name?

A. :!::-P 1:!::- OJ t:~1..9-. My name is Smith.

B. ~7{l-pJ 714~ A~l..9-. Wait a minute, please.

0 r, 1..il, ~ 71 91 o-i..9-. Oh, yes, your name is here.

210( 0 113~ AJ)!i-.-AJ oJ Y q. It is Room 210.

A. ~-f!:: 1::Jd-~7r..9-? Is it a sunny room?

B. 1..i1, -'%--f!:: 1::Jd-° 10=11..9-. Yes, it's a nice room.
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~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. '~' in front of'c' is pronounced as [c]: ~4 [~4]--+ [Cfi~ttl-]

2. In front of' L', '~' is pronounced as [L] : ~~l:.~1J:L[~~l:.~1J:L]

3. The pronunciation of '~4' is [~ttl-].

4. In front of vowels, the' 2.' in '~' is not silent: ~-!f!:[~,J:-c]

@" ~ ~ Grammar
1. -~01J:L?

(1) '-~01J:L?' is an honorific past tense ending.

(2) '-~01J:L?' is used when the preceding syllable ends with a

vowel.

0=11 ~'5} I ~ 01 J:L? Did you make a reservation?

714~ 1~01J:L? Did you wait?

-'T-I ~ 01 J:L? Did you give (it)?

2. -.A 1?}J. 01 J:L?

(1) '-.A1?}J. 01J:L?' means 'Will you -?'.

(2) '-.A1?}J.01J:L?' follows verb roots which end with a vowel.

..9-1.A 1 ?}J. 01 J:L? Will you come?

7}1.A1?}J.~J:L? Will you go?

.Atl.A1?}J.01J:L? Will you buy (it)?

3. -PJ- only

714~A~1J:L. Please wait.

7if7:(}PJ- 714~ A~l J:L. Please wait a moment.

~ 71 A~ 7if7:(}PJ- 714~ A~l J:L. Please wait here a moment.

4. 714~4 wait

714~A~1J:L? 714~J:L.

714~~01J:L? 714~01J:L.

5. -'T-4 give
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-'T-.J.il 31..? q~ 31...

-'T-~ ~ 31.. ? 'Xl ~ 31...

D <2:! '8- Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Will you make a reservation? all~"'5} 1 Will you wait? 714~ 1 Will you give (me)? -'T- 1 (2) Did you come? !i:- 1 , Did you go? 7} 1 Did you buy (it)? At 1 2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Come on in, please.

(2) Did you make a reservation?

(3) How many days will you stay?

(4) Wait a moment, please.

(5) What's your name?
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A1115 .E} ~:;;z.~l ~A11 -2-jj 0-12-?

Lesson 15 When did you come to Korea?

~
q

Q

.

Jo~ O-J~ Vocabulary
~~ Korea ~p}t-t how long
qi~l when 7J.~1:} to take (time)
~~ last year ~ one
.AJ 3 A 17J- hour

~ month !f-~ what
.AJ:1:} to live ~ work
~jjI school -¥--e- what kind
~ 1:} to be far ..,g-"ii§ bank
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A. ~~011 oj A~l ..2- -1=l ~ J:l? When did you come to Korea?

B. ~td .AJ~011 9j}~J:l. I came here last March.

A. ~t:l 011A1 AtA~lJ:l? Where do you live?

B. AJ~011 .A,J-°tJ:l. I live in Shin-ch'on.

A. ~.:ii!-011A1 ~~J:l? Is it far from the school?

B. t;l1, ~ ~~J:l. Yes, it is a little far.

A. ~pt'-l- 7J~J:l? How long does it take?

B. ~ A17J?{j- 7J~J:l. It takes about 1 hour.

*********

A. ~~011A1 Jf-~ -8"tA~lJ:l? What do you do in Korea?

B. 9J. -6~ J:l. I work.

A. -!j!-~ 9J. -8"tJ.~lJ:l? What kind of work do you do?

B. -fi!:-6~ 011 4~ J:l. I work in a bank.

A. -!j!-~ -fi!: -6~ 01 J:l? Which bank?

B. ~~ -fi!:-6~ 01 J:l. The Bank of Korea.

A. ~t:l 9l~J:l? Where is it?

B. PJ%011 9l~J:l. It is in Myong-dong.
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I

~ ~-§- Pronunciation
1. In front of' L', '-,' is pronounced as [0] : ~~[7ol-~]

2. The sound of ~ in ~ 4 is a little longer than other syllables.

3. The pronunciation of '2.' in ~ 4 is similar to [1], but the tip of

the tongue should touch the roof of the mouth, rather than the

front teeth.

4. In front of vowels, however, the sound of '2.' is close to an

Italian or Spanish [r]: ~o-i..9-[u11?:.~J:L]

~ @ ~ Grammar
1. -o-i ..9-.

~Ji!.~lA~ ~ lo-i..9-? Is (it) far from the school?

~ Ji!.~l A~ ~ I o-i..9-. (It) is far from the school.

o-i~ 911 o-i..9-? Where is (it)?

~ ~l 911 o-i J:L. (It) is at home.

2. --6~..9-.

(1) The basic form of '--6~..9-' is '-"8"}4'(c.f. p.56).

(2) The words in front of '--6~J:L' are usually independent nouns.

For example, '~;trJl' is a noun meaning 'homework', and '~;trJl

-6~J:l' is a verb meaning 'I'm doing homework.'

~;trJ11-6~J:L? Are (you) doing (your) homework?

~;trJ11-6l1J:L. (I) am doing (my) homework.

~ 1-6l1J:L? Are (you) working?

~-¥-I-6l1 J:L. (I) am working.

3. -~lA~ in (a place)

-6~ J:l. (I) do (something).

~ -6~ J:L. (I) work.

~:::if,-~l A~ ~ -6~ ..9-. (I) work in Korea.

4.!1-4 come
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I

..9-A~l-R? ..2} -R.

!i--1=}.~-R. ~~-R.

5. AJ4 live

A}A~l-R? AJO}-R.

A}-1=}. ~-R? AJ~~-R.

D <2:! '13- Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.
(1) When did you go to France? ..:!!.'201-~( ) oj~l 7}-1=}. ~-R?

(2) I came here in January. ~ ~( ) ~~-R.

(3) Where do you study? ~-c1 ( ) ~-¥-"6}A~l-R?
(4) Is it near the post office? -?-~l~( ) 7}7J}.!j!-~-R?
(5) What did you do in China? ~~( ) ~ "6}-1=}.~-R?

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) It is far.
(2) How long does it take?

(3) It takes 20 minutes.
(4) What kind of work do you do?

(5) Where is it?

\;
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I

A~116 J!} 01"T~ OJ pt0:l1.-9-?

Lesson 16 How much is this watermelon?

~

~

~ot O-f~ Vocabulary

~~ watermelon :!j:; money

~4 to pay ~~~. I paid.

-¥- two 7ij (counting unit)

~ 1,000 7.J:!j:; small change
\...i 1f- too 1:3J:4 to receive

""}.3!} apple 1:3J:~~ -9-. I received (it).

~ 'M-§ Pronunciation
1. 1:3J:4 [l:I}tt1-] 2. 1:3J:~~ -9- [l:I}4~-9-]
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I

A. 01 4-~ ~pt011-.S-? How much is this watermelon?

B. pJ ..2-~J ~ 0 1 ~1-.S-. It is 15,000 won.

A. l.-~ -!f- 1:31 ~t -.S-. It is too expensive.

~ ~ 7J! ~~-.S-? Don't you have a little cheaper one?

B. 0 17J! {i!: pJ~ 0 1 ~1-.S-. This one is 10,000 won.

A. 01 At~ ~pt011-.S-? How much are these apples?

B. ~ ~ 0 1 ~1-.S-. They are 1,000 won.

A. -¥- 7~ ~Ai1-.S-. Please give me two.

B. 0:171 91 ~ -.S-. Here you are.

*********

A. ~ ~~-.S-? Did you pay?

B. ~~-.S-. Yes.

A. ~pt ~~-.S-? How much did you pay?

B. 0 1 pJ~ ~ ~ -.S-. I paid 20,000 won.

A. AJ.:i§- 1:JJ~~ -.S-? Did you receive the change?

B. 1-'11, 1:JJ~~ -.S-. Yes, I did.

A. ~ p t 1:JJ~~ -.S-? How much did you receive?

B. :!fJ:~J~ 1:JJ~~-.S-. 8,000 won.
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[7 ~~ Grammar

1. -Mo-lJ:L.

(1) '-Mo-lJ:L' is a past tense ending.

(2) '-Mo-lJ:L' follows verb roots ending with a vowel.

~ ~o-lJ:L? Did you pay?

~ ~ o-l J:L. I paid.

~5i!-~1 ~o-lJ:L? Did you go to school?

~ 5i!-~1 ~o-l J:L. I went to school.

2. -~o-lJ:L.

(1) '-~o-lJ:L' is a past tense ending

(2) '-~o-lJ:L' follows verb roots ending with a consonant.

~ 1:3J~o-l J:L? Did you receive the money?

~ 1:3J~o-l J:L. I received the money.

~~17} w-~o-lJ:L? Did you have a lot of homework?

~~17} W-~o-lJ:L. I had a lot of homework.

3. -7~

(1) '-7~' is a counting unit
(2) Pure Korean cardinal numbers are used in front of '- 7~.'

-'T-A~l J:L. Give me.

A}3!} -'T-A~l J:L. Give me (an) apple.
° 1 A}3!} TA~l J:L. Give me this apple.

° 1 A}3!} T 7~ -'T-A~l J:L. Give me two of these apples.

4. ~q pay

~A~lA? ~J:L.

~-1io-lA? ~o-lA.

5. 1:3Jq receive

1:3J~A~lA? 1:3Jo}A.
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~ ~~ <>-1 J:l? ~J:~<>-1 J:l.

D <21 B Practice
1. Fill in the blank.

(1) Give me I three of these apples. 0 1 At~ I 7~ ~A~l~.

Give me 1 four of those watennelons. A~ yl:!} I 7~ ~A~l~.

Give me I five of these oranges. 0 1 !i-~Al I 7~ ~A~l~.

(2) It is 2,000 won. 1 ~ 0 1 ~l~.

It is 30,000 won. I ~ 0 1 ~l~.

It is 45,000 won. I ~ 0 1 ~l J:l.

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) It is too expensive.

(2) Don't you have a little cheaper one?

(3) I paid 1,000 won.

(4) I received the change.

(5) I haven't received the change.
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A~117 31} 't:J }HO} -9- ?

Lesson 17 Are you busy?

,.
~

'"

~.A.," \
.., ) ;, \
.:' ! 'i,:I;"," ~

, .J\\:'.?~{
i~ ",:c,.pi". J ! ~;i,t'i'

.:/:li ~' f ;IJV,lc'~( 'i:~;I! ,tr
c" " 'II I' ",,' I', 'rii ,; t, \ ;, c 'I',,:,
il~/"r «(~(/~~ I'~~"r:; :'J'! c,c c.," tr~ ~..,' r

, ':
;.r"

~o~ O-f~ Vocabulary
~} ~~ to be busy ~~ to be a lot
T~ what kind of 7~ sometimes
~A} company, firm ~OJ tomorrow
A17J time q:I~1'--t always

~ 'M-g. Pronunciation

I. ~~ [pJEt] 2. ~ol [p}y]
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A. 1:J}l1lJ} J:L? Are you busy?

B. "L:11, 1:J}l1lJ} J:L. Yes, I'm busy.

A. .9l11:J}lJlJ} J:L? Why are you busy?

B. <>J.°ll?i-°}J:L. I have a lot of work.

A. -!f-E- <>J.o 1 J:L? What kind of work?

B. §l A} <>J. ° 1 J:L. Office work.

A. oJ~l1-} 1:J}l1lJ} J:L? Are you always busy?

B. l.-il, oJA~lt-1- 1:J}l1lJ}J:L. Yes, I'm always busy.

*********

A. A17J ~0"iJ:L? Do you have free time?

B. <?3j O"i J:L. No.

A. .9l1 J:L? Why?

B. 1:J}l1lJ} J:L. I'm busy.

A. oJ~l1-} 1:J}l1lJ} J:L? Are you always busy?

B. o}t.-lJ:L, 7}~ 1:J}l1lJ} J:L. No. I'm only busy sometimes.

A. ~ <>J."?:- A17J ~0"iJ:L? Do you have free time tomorrow?

B. ~ <>J."?:- A 17J ~ O"i J:L. I have free time tomorrow.
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@'" .g.~ Grammar

1. -<>1 -9-.

""17J 911 <>1-9-? Do you have free time?

""17J 911<>1-9-. I have free time.

:!i}: ~ I <>1-9-? Don't you have money?

:!i}: ~ 1<>1-9-. I don't have money.

2. -0}-9-.

(1) '-o}A' is a basic verb ending.

(2) '-o}A' follows syllables containing the 'Yang' vowels.

(3) The basic form of 1:J}lUJ}A is 1:J}~4. This has a 'Yin' vowel,
and is an exeption. '~ ' is a very weak vowel, and is often

omitted in this way.

1:J}1!1!} -9-? Are you busy?

1:J}lUJ} -9-. I am busy.

3 9-
.1-

(1) '-..f!;.' is a topic marker.

(2) '-..f!;.' follows syllables that end with a consonant.

91 <>1 A. I have (it).

""17J 91<>1A. I have free time.

~~ ""17J 91<>1A. I have free time tomorrow.
* ~ ~..f!;. "" 17J 91 <>1 A. I have free time tomorrow.

* The '-.g-' limits what you are saying(' A17J ~ <>1J'L.') to

'tomorrow', and implies that on the other days you might not

have free time.

4. 1:J}~4 be busy

~}~~1J'L? ~}lUJ}A.

~}~~<>1J'L? ~}~~A. I

5. ~4 have
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9J!!-A-il~? 9J <>1~.

9J!!-~ <>1~? 9J':1i<>1~.

D <21 @ Practice

1. Change to '-o}.S!1-j-o-l.S!1-' form.

(1) ~}.!!!.4

(2) ~4
(3) 914

(4) ~4

(5) 7}4

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Are you always busy?

(2) Do you have free time?

(3) Do you have a lot of work?

(4) I have a lot of books.

(5) I have a lot of time.
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A~118 .j1} lE ~ fiJ-o11 OJ Pf~l-9-?

Lesson 18 How much is it for one ticket?

~A~ 0-1-91 Vocabulary

If- ticket oJ -T entrance

;7;J" (counting unit for tickets) -oll for

~p} how much oa§} movie

~~~ student &4 to see

;A1td- last A~pl914 to be interesting

2f:- week

'!§!j: m~ Pronunciation
1. A~ pl914 [A~p1 ~4J -[A~p1 01 tt1-J

2. A~pl91~.Sl. [A~plol~.Sl.J
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A. .R ~ :AJ-ol1 ~tJto:J1Jf.? How much is it for one ticket?

B. A}7.J~ol ~1Jf.. It is 4,000 won.

A. ~A§..g- ~tJto:J1Jf.? How much is it for students?

B. ~A~..g- AJ7.J~ol ~1Jf.. For students it is 3,000 won.

I. A. ~ A~.K f :AJ ~ J.~l Jf.. Giye me two student tickets.

B. O~71 ~1D-1Jf.. Here you are.

A. °JT7} D-1t:-lo:J1Jf.? Where is the entrance?

B. 7,1 ~o 1 ~l Jf.. Over there.

*********

A. 0 1 o~ §t. ~ ~ D-1 Jf.? Have you seen this movie?

C. 1.i1, !JJ:D-1Jf.. Yes, I have.

A. ~~1 ~~D-1Jf.? When did you see it?

C. A1 'd ~~l !JJ:D-1 Jf.. I saw it last week.

A. A~p19J.~~D-1Jf.? Did you enjoy it?

C. 1.i1, A~p19J.9;j,D-1Jf.. Yes, I enjoyed it.

A. D-1=-1.f~ O~§to:J1Jf.? What country is that movie from?

C. ~~~ O~§to:J1Jf.. It is a French movie.
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@" !if:~ Grammar

1. -~ o-i Jl.?

(1) '-~o-iJl.' is an honorific past tense ending

.(2) '-~ o-i Jl.' follows verb roots which end with a vowel.

-'T-I ~ o-i Jl.? Did you give (it)?

~ I ~ o-i Jl.? Did you see (it)?

At I ~ o-i Jl.? Did you buy (it)?

2. -2-~ o-iJl.?
(1) '-2-~o-iJl.' is an honorific past tense ending

(2) '-2-~o-iJl.' follows verb roots which end with a consonant.

A~ p 19112-~ o-i Jl.? Did you enjoy (it)?

:!j:;: 1:3.J: 12-~ o-i 31.? Did you receive the money?

AJ ~ 1:3.J: 12-~ o-i 31.? Did you get the phone?

3 -E-
.Eo

(1) -:f!t is an object marker

(2) -:f!t follows nouns which end with a vowel.

(3) The object markers are optional in conversation.

1JJ-.o-i Jl.. I saw (it).

08 ~ 1JJ-.o-i 31.. I saw a movie.

°8~:f!t 1JJ-.o-i 31.. I saw a movie.

~..g- oa~:f!t 1JJ-.o-i 31.. I saw a good movie.

4. ~q see

~.J.il 31.? ~ ii-.

~ ~ o-i 31. ? 1JJ-. o-i ii-.

5. A~pl91q have fun

A~ p 1912-.J.il ii-? A~ p 191 o-i ii-.

A~ p 191 ~ -1:=1 o-i 31. ? A~ p 1919:t o-i J:l.
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III <21 @ Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Did you 1 study? ~-¥-"5} 1 Did you 1 pay (it)? !l: ~ 1 ,-

Did you I write (it)? ~ 1 (2) Did you I read (it)? ~ 1 Did you I receive the change? ~!l: ~.J: 1 Did I you sit down? ?J: 1 2. Translate into Korean.

(1) How much is it for one ticket?

(2) Give me three tickets.

(3) Where is the entrance?

(4) Over there.
(5) It is 5,000 won.

,

,,; ':i~'~
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A~1 19 iI} o~ ~~~1 R ?

Lesson 19 Hello?

#I

t4"

~o~ O-J~ Vocabulary

~..!i!-Ail-R? Hello? %~...9-4 to come in
pJ*"8"}4 to speak(honorific)...9-+ afternoon

AJ AB ~ teacher, you(hon.) ~ --'>i six

A~ I(humble) .:z.t!-~ ~ then
-rJ1 residence 4A 1 again
-~7}..9-? (a verb ending) :AJ:§}"8"}4 to make a phone call
~4 to be correct -~"fi-Y4 I will -

-~~il..9- (a verb ending)

~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. ~4 [pJ:4J -+ [pttt1-J 2. ~~~~1..9- [pJ~~il-RJ
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A. ~~A~lJ:L. Hello?

B. pJ,%-'5rA~l J:L. I'm listening.

A. 7J Aj A~ ~ ~1 A~l J:L? Is Mr. Kim there?

B. ~ l:~1 J:L. This is he.

A. o}, °J~ -'5rA~l J:L. Oh, how are you?

A1 0=11 J:L. It's me.

B. Or. 1:3J;AjA~~ 0 1 A~lJ:L? Oh, are you Mrs. Park?

°J~ -'5r~ 01 J:L'? How have you been?

*********

A. ~~A~lJ:L. Hello?

B. 7~ 71 ~Aj A~ ~ -rJ1 oj7r J:L? Is this Mrs. Park's residence?

A. 1-'11, ~-c-l:~1 J:L. That's right.

B. Aj A~ ~ ~1 A~l J:L? Is she home?

A. :A1 ~ oJ ~1 ~ l:~1 J:L. She is not in now.

B. oj ~1 ~ %01..2-A~l J:L? When will she be in?

A. ..2-:f- 0:1 A~ A1:?(!J- %~ ..2-A~l J:L. She will be in about 6 p.m.

B. 1-'11, .:J.~~ 1:fl qA 1 AJ §t-'5r.r)l ~ y q. I see. I'll call back, then.
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ir7 ~~ Grammar

I. -L rofl..ft.

(I) '-Lt:~l..ft' suggests that the preceding information carries some

extra significance, beyond what is stated literally.

(2) '-Lt:~l..ft' follows -014(to be) and descriptive verbs.

A,} t:~l..ft. This is he/she.

~ <?Jt:~l..ft. This is his house(family member).

~ ~l.AJt:~l..ft. He's not here right now.

2. --E-t:~l..ft.

(I) '--E-t:~l..ft' has the same meaning as '-Lrofl..ft.'

(2) '--E-rofl..ft' follows all verb roots except '-014..'

~-E-t:~l..ft. That's right.

-:T-T.l.1-E-rof1..ft. He's asleep.

%Oo1.!l-.l.l-E-t:~1...ft. He's coming in.

3. -~l at (time)

A,}:!i}-'6}~~Y4. I will call.

4.1.1 A,}:!i}-'6}~~Y4. I will call back.

o:f~ .l.1~1 4.1.1 A,}:!i}-'6}~~y4. I will call back at 6:00.

4. %001.!l-4 come in

%001..9-A~l ..ft? %001!:4 ..ft.

%001.!l-~ 001..ft? %001 ~001..ft.

5. A,}:!i}-'6}4 call

A,} :!i}-'6}A~l..ft? A,} :!i}'6~..ft.

A,} :!i} -'6}~ 001 ..ft? A,} :!i} ~ 001 ..ft.
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D <21 E Practice
1. Change to '-Lt:ilJ:l/-.c.t:ilJ:l' form.

(1) ..9-q
(2) 7}q

(3) ~q

(4) ~q

(5) A~ pl9l q

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Hello?
(2) .Is Mr. /Mrs. Han there?

(3) This is he/she.

(4) She is not in now.

(5) I will call back.

#..ff~...
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A~l 20 .J!} ~ ~ ~ ~01-9-?

Lesson 20 Did you have lunch?

., .

.,

,.
..- .

~o~ O-I~ Vocabulary
7.J -""J lunch 6~ ~4 to be hungry
o}-:31 yet -Al U4 not to -

-""1 o'clock ~ -""r"6"}4 to eat

pij ~ every day %4 to eat(honorific)

:!l--w- usually ~~ cold noodles
~ ~ restaurant, cafeteria

~ 'M-§ Pronunciation
1. ~ "'1 [~"'1]-[~;!J.1] 2. ~<3i~Jl[Pi7~~Jl]
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A. AJAJ ~ <3;i~2-? Did you have lunch?

B. ~1, ~ <3;i~2-. Yes I did.

A. ojA~l ~ <3;i~2-? When did you eat?

B. ~ A1 oll ~ <3;i~2-. I ate at 1 o'clock.

I
I A. tJ~ ~ ~ A1 oll ~ ~2-? Do you eat at 1 o'clock every day?

B. ~% ~ A1 oll ~ ~ 2-. I usually eat at 1 o'clock.

A. ~ 1:1 oll.A~ ~ ~ 2-? Where do you eat?

B. ~ t:J-ol1.A~ ~ <:>-1 -9-. I eat in the restaurant.

*********

A. 13~~A~l2-? Are you hungry?

B. o}y2-, 13~~:A1 <?l°}2-. No, I'm not hungry.

A. ~ A1 oll ~ A}~}~ <:>-1~? What time did you eat?

B. ~ A1ol1 ~<3;i~2-. I ate at 1 o'clock.

A. -¥~ E-~<:>-1~? What did you eat?

B. ~~ ~ <3;i~2-. I ate Naeng-myn?

A. ~9l<3;i<:>-12-? Was it good?

B. ~~1 <3;i <:>-12-. It was good.
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If7 ~~ Grammar

I. -A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-.

(I) '-A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-' is a negative ending
(2) '- A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-' follows verb roots.

u~:il!!:-1 A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-? Aren't you I hungry?

U~:il!!:-1 A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-. I am not I hungry.

~~ j A1 <i,§o}..'i!.-? Isn't it I good?

~~ I Al <i,§o}..'i!.-. It isn't I good.

2. -Al <i,§~A~l..'i!.-.

(I) '-A1 <i,§~A~l..'i!.-' is an honorific negative ending.

(2) '-A1 <i,§~A~l..'i!.-' follows verb roots.

~ 1:J-~lA~ E-A1 Al <i,§~A~l..'i!.-? Don't you eat in the cafeteria?

~ 1:J-~1 A~ ~ Al <i,§o}..'i!.-. I don't eat in the cafeteria.

~~Al <i,§~A~l..'i!.-? .Isn't it good?

~~Al <i,§o}..'i!.-. It isn't good.

3 -~
.Eo

(I) '--flJ:' is an object marker

(2) '--flJ:' follows nouns which end with a consonant.

~<3;:J.oi..'i!.-. I ate.

1::Il~J~J ~<3;:J.oi..'i!.-. I ate Pibim-bap.

1::11 ~J ~J-fIJ: ~ <3;:J. oi..'i!.-. rate Pibim- bap.

~~ 1::Il~J~J-fIJ: ~9ioi..'i!.-. I ate Pibim-bap today.

4. u~:il!!:-q be hungry

U~ :il!!:-A~l..'i!.-? u~.Jl3:I} ..'i!.-.

u~:il!!:-~ oi..'i!.-? u~.Jl~oi..'i!.-.

5. u~ ~A1 <i,§q be not hungry

U~:il!!:-A1 <i,§~A~l..'i!.-? u~~Al <i,§o}..'i!.-.

u~~Al <i,§~~ oi..'i!.-? u~~~l <i,§C;}oi..'i!.-.
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[] <2:1 E Practice

1. Change to past tense.

(1) o}~ ~~..£-.
(2) ~:Al ~o}..£-.

(3) JJ~:iL3!}..£-.
(4) JJ~~:Al ~o}..£-.
(5) ~~ ~ ..£-.

I 2. Translate into Korean.
i

(1) Where do you have lunch?

(2) What time do you go to school?

(3) Do you eat in the cafeteria?

(4) I am very hungry.

(5) I am not hungry yet.

"

, , ' ~
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A~l 21 .:i!1- 0.1 trl 7;! % * ~/..~1-9- ?

Lesson 21 "What kind of thing are you looking for?

.

,
,

4

~At O-I~ Vocabulary

o-itfl what kind of -AJ o-i~4 to try(shoes) on
*4 to look for, to find -2.7JtJ:l? Shall 1-

~ A~ white o-i tt~ A~l J:l How do you like-

TT (dress) shoes ~ a little
°l?%f- this way 34 to be big

-~..£. to .:L ~ ~l pJ however
pt%~l %4 to be appealing ~4 to be low, short
~4 to be high, tall .:L~ ~ then, in that case

~ ~-§ Pronunciation
1. *4 [~4] -[7.ttt1-] 2. *~A~lJ:l [7.t?::..A~lJ:l]

3. ~4 [~4] -[t-l-tt1-] 4. ~otJ:l [t-l-.:AtJ:l]
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A. <:>"i~ ~% ~~A~lJ:l? What kind of thing are you

looking for?

B. ~ AJ1 -T-!f- ~<:>"iJ:l? Do you have white shoes?

A. 1-'11, 0 1 ~~..£. !r-A~l J:l. Yes, come this way.

B. 0 17~ ~ ~..g-l:~1 J:l. These are not bad.

A. p}%o11 E-A~l J:l? Do you like them?

B. 1-'11, p}%o11 %<:>"iJ:L. Yes, I like them.

B. ~ <:>"i ~7J} J:l ? Shall I try them on?

A. 1-'11, ~ <:>"i ll-A~l J:l. Yes, try them on.

*********

A. 0 1 ~..g- <:>"i 1I~ A~l J:l? How about these?

B. ~ 71 J:l. They are a little big.

A. 0 1 ~.5:- 71 J:l? Are these also big?

B. o}YJ:l. .=t~A1pJ "l.-i-If- No. They're too low, though.

"'7!- 0 } J:l.

A. .=t:c:.~ ~ 0 17}...g- <:>"i lI~A~l J:l? How about these, then?

B. "l.-i -If- ~o} J:l. They're too high.

A. 0 17}...g- p }%o11 E-A~l J:l? Do you like these, (then)?

B. 1-'11, ~o} S!i-. Yes, they're nice.
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}

[7' @~ Grammar

1. -2.lJ}.-R?
(1) '- 2. lJ}..fL' means "Shall I -".

(2) '- 2. lJ}.-R' follows verb roots ending with a vowel.

~ O"i~lJ}..fL? Shall I I try them on?

7,J:lJ} ..fL? Shall I I go?

~ ~lJ} .-R? Shall I I work?

2. -%lJ}.-R?

(1) '-%lJ}.fl' means "Shall I -".

(2) '-%lJ}..fL' follows verb roots ending with a consonant.

7}: I %lJ}..fL? Shall I I look (it) for?

~ I %lJ}..fL? Shall I I wear (the shoes)?

oJ l%lJ}..fL? Shall II wear (the clothes)?

3. -~~

(1) '-~~' means to (a place)

(2) '-~$:-' follows nouns ending with a consonant.

..9-A~l.-R. Come (here)
0 1 ~ ~~ ..9-A~l..fL. Come this way.

IIt~ °l~~~ ..9-A~l..fL. Come this way quickly.

4. 7}:4 look for

7}: ~A~l..fL? 7}:o } ..fL.

7}: ~ ~ O"i ..fL. 7}: ~ O"i J:l.

5. p}%~l %4 like

p}%~l E-A~l.-R? p}%~l %0"i..fL.

p}%~l E-~0"iJ:l? p}%~l %~0"i..fL.
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D <21'8- Practice
1. Change to -2. 7J} .fL/-%7J}.fL form.

(1) ~-¥-"8"}q

(2) ~ q

(3) -2-q

(4) ~q

(5) AJ§}"8"}q

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Go that way.

(2) Do you like it?

(3) I like it.
(4) What do you think about this book?

(5) Do you have any money?

~

,
;:, "

,':k'{'...I~;(' I';'J\ '" 't'
))c1Ji i'
k:(J'",t",,~,t,~., .,{" .". ,

" ,.,CW'!
~

...
t> ~

, u

.j)
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A~l 22 .J!} 0.1 ttl 7;! % ~..2--"" 1 7}J 0.1-9- ?

Lesson 22 "Which one do you want to put in?

c::s

~ot Oi~ Vocabulary
~ tf:l which -%7Jt -B-? Shall I -

-% (obje~t marker) 71-& full
~4 to put in -~ ..E.~7Jt-B-? Do you want me to
.}}:.. ~ normal ~ :7.1 worth of

~ ~,J:% gasoline 7t..E. (credit)card
-~ (object marker) A}9J iit4 to sign
-~ -'T-A-i1-B- Please do -~ Jl.iit4 to work hard

~ ~-§ Pronunciation

1. ~4 [1-iEt] 2. ~%7Jt-B-[1-i%7Jt-B-]
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A. o-ittl 7A% ~..9-A1~o-i~? Which one do you want

to put in?

B. ~.!f>-~ l::I,J:%~ ~ o-i 'T-A~l~. Regular gasoline, please.

A. ~Pr-L.t ~%7Jr~? How much do you want me

to put in?

B. 7~ ~ o-i 'T-A~l~. Fill it up, please.

A. ~pr~l~? How much is it?

B. 1:J,} -.2-7.J~<?J1:.~l~. It is 15,000 won.

A. 0:171 9J. o-i~. Here you are.

B. °J~-'i;l 7rA~1~. Good-bye!

*********

A. ~pr-L.t ~o-iE..~7Jr~? How much do you want me

to put in?

B. P,}~ o-i.:7;l ~ o-i 'T-A~l~. Please put in 10,000 won worth.

A. oct ~~Yoct. All done.

B. 7r.E-£ ~ ~ o-i~. I'll pay by credit card.

A. Aroj ~~ 'T-A~l~. Sign, please.

B. 0:171 9J. o-i~. Here you are.

A. °J~ -'i;1 7rA~1~. Good-bye!

B. 4- :iL-'i;t~ o-i~. Thanks.
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I

~ fi!:~ Grammar

1. -~Al7}l<>-1A?

(1) '-~Al7}l<>-1A?' means "Would you like to -?".

(2) '-~Al7}l<>-1A?' follows verb roots which end with a consonant.

~pt~ ~ I~Al7}l<>-1A? How much I would you like to put in?

~ ~ I ~Al7}l <>-1 A? What [would you like to put in?

7~ ~ I~Al7}l<>-1A? I Would you like to fill it up?

2. -<>-1 E-~lJ}A?

(1) '-<>-1 E-~lJ}A?' means "Do you want me to -".

(2) '-<>-1 E-~lJ}A?' follows verb roots which end with a

consonant.

~ ~~ ~J:% ~ I <>-1 E- ~ lJ} A? Do you want me to I put in normal

gas?
7~ ~ I <>-1 E-~lJ}A? Do you want me to I fill it up?

pJ~ <>-1 ~l ~ 1<>-1 E- ~ lJ} A? Do you want me to I put in 10,000

won worth?

3. -<>-1 -'T-.J.~1 A.

(1) '-<>-1 -'T-.J.~lA' means "Please do -".

(2) '-<>-1 -'T-.J.~1 A' follows verb roots which end with a consonant.

~ <>-1 -'T-.J.~lA. Please put in.

7~ ~ <>-1 -'T-.J.~1 A. Please fill it up.

~~~ ~J:% 7~ ~ <>-1 -'T-.J.~1 A. Please fill it up with normal gas.

4. ~q put in

~~.J.~lA? ~<>-1A.

~~~<>-1A? ~<3,i<>-1A.

5. 7}q go

7}.J.~lA? 7}A.

7}~ <>-1 A? 7J-<>-1A.
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D <i?-1 @ Practice

1. Fill in the blanks.

(1) Do you want to I read (it)? ~ 1 (2) Do you want me to 1 read (it)? ~ 1 (3) Please 1 read (it). ~ 1 (4) Did you \read (it)? ~ 1 (5) Don't you I read (it)? ~ \ 2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Give me 4,000 won worth.

(2) I'll pay by credit card.

(3) Do you want to wear (the shoes)?

(4) Fill it up, please.

(5) All done.

~;'" ~7i;;..;r;!":;:

,'ff ::;
, ~

~
,-

"'i;.
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A~l 23 .J!} 01 * -"'~l ~ o~ ~ -"'~1-9-.

Lesson 23 Wash this piece of clothing, please.

.
.b

4

.

~

~o~ O-t~ Vocabulary
° 1 this, these ~ 4 to pay

* clothes ~4 to get (it) back
"'i1 ~"5"}4 to wash (clothes) -% ttJl when to -

E-:ct° 1 .3. ~ ~ dry cleaning ~4 to know

P=l.::7il how many days 1JJ;:714 to entrust

~ ~ 4 to take (time) .:1.A~ 7/11 the day before yesterday
y ~1 the day after tomorrow 3!..E- coat
..;g. money ° 17-1 this one

A1 ~ now *4 to be correct

~ ~-§ Pronunciation

1. *4 [1JJ4] -[1Jrttl-] 2. *o}A [1JrA}A]
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A. 01 "* A~l ~~~ ~A~l J:l. Wash this piece of clothing, please.

B. E.. ~o 1 3.. ~ t.o1 01 011 J:l? Dry cleaning?

A. \=11. ~:7.J ~~J:l? Yes. How many days will it take?

B. -2-~1 -2..A~lJ:l. Come back the day after tomorrow.

A. ~.g- 7..1 ~ ~ J:l? Should I pay now?

B. O}YJ:l."* *-fif: trl1 ~A~lJ:l. No. Pay when you pick it up.

A. ~~-'B-Y4. q}~-o-l 741A~1J:l. I see. Bye!

B. q}~-o-l 7}A~1J:l. Bye!

*********

A. "* *.!!-:c.~ ~D"iJ:l. I'm here to pick up my piece of

clothing.
B. oJ.A~l pJ-71~D"iJ:l? When did you leave it here?

A. .:lA~ 7/11 pJ-~~"[.~lJ:l. I left it here the day before yesterday.

B. !f-~ pJ-71~D"iJ:l? What did you leave here?

A. ::iLE-0l1J:l. It's a coat.

B. 017, 0l1 J:l? Is this it?

A. \.i1, ~o} J:l. Yes, right.

B. -2..~J~ 01011 J:l. 5000 won, please.
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~ ~~ Grammar
1. -"5~ ~-I.~lR. Please do -

~1 ~ 1"5~ ~~lR. Please I wash this.

E.:c}o 1.3- ~ ~ 1"5~ ~-I.~lR. Please I dry clean this.

AJ:§t 1-611 ~~lR. Please I call me.

2. -~~

(1) '-~'2-i' means "in order to -".

(2) '-~'2-i' follows verb roots which end with a consonant.

"* ::77!-1 ~ '2-i ~o-i -fl? Did you come I to pick up your clothes?

"* ::77!-1 ~'2-i ~o-i R. I came I to pick up my clothes.

1:3Jt!1I~'2-i ~o-iR? Did he go Itoeat?

1:3J t!11~'2-i ~o-iR. He went Ito eat.

3. -7.1 p}-I.~lJ:l. Please don't do -

~-I.~1J:l. Please pay.

~ ~-I.~1J:l. Please pay the money.

7.1~ ~ ~-I.~lR. PJease pay the money now.

7.1~ ~ ~7.1 p}-I.~lJ:l. Please don't pay the money now.

4. ~4 know

0 }-I.~1 J:l? ~o} J:l.

o}~o-iJ:l? ~~o-iJ:l.

5. t:M-714 entrust

t:M- 71-1.~1 J:l ? t:M-~ J:l.

t:M- 71 ~ o-i J:l? t:M- 7j, o-i J:l.
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D <21 @ Practice

1. Change to '-A~l.iL' form.

(1) 7}q

(2) ..2-q

(3) ~q

(4) A~l ~"8"}q

(5) 1?J-71 q

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) Wash this piece of clothing, please.

(2) How many days will it take?

(3) Come back tomorrow.

(4) I see.

(5) It is 7,500 won.

0, ~

.

~
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A~l 24 ~ ..:1- At ~ "i1- ~ oi 2- ?

Lesson 24 Did you meet that person?

~ot O-I~ Vocabulary
-"::l. that ~4 to know

At~ person ~t!8l711 how
pJ1.f4 to meet ~T friend

~~A~ where -21 of ('s)

41:JJ- tea house ~A~ student

At~ April -o11A~ at (a place)
.At~ often 7~ occasionally

~ W-§ Pronunciation
1. ~~ [~~J 2. ~~~...9- [ot~~...9-J -
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A. ..:2 A}~ pJ~~-2-? Did you meet that person?

B. 1.:11, pJ~~-2-. Yes, I did.

A. o.iqA~ pJ~o.iA? Where did you meet him?

B. q1:JJ-<>11 A~ pJ~~ -2-. I met him in a tea house.

A. oj7.~l pJ~~-2-? When did you meet him?

f B. A}~ 9J.°J<>11 pJ~~-2-. I met him on April 1st.

A. ;Ar--T- pJ~ -2-? Do you see him often?

B. 7r~ pJ~ -2-. I see him from time to time.

*********

A. ..:2 A}~ ojA11 ~<3,l-~-2-? When did you come to know him?

B. ?:t1;:l <>11 °J:<3,l-~ -2-. I came to know him last year.

A. ~ ~ 711 ~<3,l-~ -2-? How did you come to know him?

B. ~T~ ~T~l-2-. He is a friend of a friend.

A. ~A~ 01 <>11-2-? Is he a student?

B. 1.:11, ~A~ 01<>11-2-. Yes, he is a student.

A ~..ill.<>11A~ pJ~~-2-? Did you meet him at school?

B. 1..i1, ~ ..ill. <>11 A~ pJ~~ -2-. Yes, I met him at school.
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~ ~Igj Grammar

1. -M~.S!.-.
(1) '- M ~ .S!.-' is a past tense ending

(2) '-M~.S!.-' follows verb roots ending with a vowel.

~T pJ~~~? Did you meet your friend?
::7J-T- pJ~~.S!.-. I met my friend.

.:1- Af~ 7J-~.S!.-? Did he/she leave?

.:1- Af~ 7J-~.S!.-. He/she left.

2. -~~.S!.-.

(1) '-~~.S!.-' is a past tense ending

(2) '-~~.S!.-' follows verb roots ending with a consonant.

oj All ~~~.S!.-? When did you come to know (him)?

~~ ~l °,J:~~.S!.-. I came to know (him) last year.

* *~~.S!.-? Did you pick up your clothes?

* *~~.S!.-. I picked up my clothes.

3. -~lA~ at Ea place)

pJtf.S!.-. I meet (her).

.Af~ pJtf.S!.-. I meet (her) often.

~ jiL~l A~ Af~ pJtf.S!.-. I meet (her) often at school.

.:1- Af~ ~jiL~lA~ .A}~ pJtf.S!.-. I meet her often at school.

4. pJtf4 meet

pJtf/.~l.S!.-? pJtf .S!.-.

pJtf~ ~.S!.-? pJ~~.S!.-.
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D <21 '8- Practice

1. Change to past tense.

(1) p~ oJ ~ jjLoll 7} J:l.

(2) ..:I. AJ A~ 1:i:J pJL} J:l.

(3) ~ t:J-ollA~ ~ ~J:l.

(4) .5:.A~:5;[lollA~ ~JjL'6~J:l.

(5) 7.JJ ~ ~J:l.

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) When did you meet him?

(2) Where did you study?

(3) What did you read?

(4) Where did you go?

(5) What did you eat? r.';' ,
, .," ,.,

, , ', ,, .. ., -'.l .
,. .,

~) " ..~" ;:,;i: , l'
i"~~((,!'F~' .'Q' "'~.; ,)'J!;,,!"'i1,,\j,!t~ '.0; '. '',,;:;~)r:~"r 00' '. "., .J .'1; ".., Yf \ ..' .
\i~~![i~;[~;f;i\i'i:,',.:-""

1 p. "

')""""~iti""",i'""." ~

'.. :: .,' ...' .""-I" ");f" 'c'!i" ,,~,,{(\;1,.", ! ,,0 .
1':;~"!r~;i>\.'~1\,C';I'.:..,.;,!";i!';";'.;!"\~".""f'l'"]",j!'()'~":I;""";c'J"",,,. ..

".,' .'. ..
~\I'".j-'!l ,."," J{ j'.;1~,.,(/J',,1~,W~i;""()"": .
'1i'~!"ijft;:'\ i\,;!;",,:;:,..,,'~;;t4;"':J;.'~';'(}~"'i:;,"'~'1';',J,' ...""i"iNf", J~ '\'~r'ltt""! (.,141/'1' v:'\\";"~d:l!\f" :'V,f,);&t'CC'\:
~r:,.\:;rl';"15",\ :.';~!;'~~ij::j,.'<"',~',;!:"~,':_.fr~:~i'\"'; .fi"';\;;fi'~{:\ ..~""";; J ,~, !ft, :rl\;~j,f';;"',~J 1C._;4"::"';~~~.f'" ;.rf' ;'//flf,\Jtc'"

"~.i ':"'~ ., ,,~~:;':j::p
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A~1 25 3!} ~ A~1 ~ o.i -9- ?

Lesson 25 \-\hen did you come here?

~ <s:::3 I

~A~ 0"1..9:1 Vocabulary

Oiftl1 yesterday .:1. that
~ T friend 7}q to go
~ not :5:-A ~ Saturday
~}~4 to be busy -011 at(time)
-o}-I.1 because ~ house
* cannot -1J!-AJ Pusan(city name)

~ m.g. Pronunciation
1. * !j):OiA [% 54~A]- [:R-~~A]
2. ~011 [:A11J11]
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A. oj ~l ~~,.fl? When did you come here?

B. ~~l ~~,.fl. I came here yesterday.

i A. ~T.5::.. ~~,.fl? Did your friend come, too?

B. ~T~ q} ~~,.fl. He didn't come.

A. ~ q} ~~,.fl? Why not?

B. ~}1JlJ}Al * ~~,.fl. He couldn't come because he was busy.

A. ~} 1JlJt,.fl? He is busy?

B. 1..il, ~}1JlJt,.fl. Yes, he is busy.

********

A. .:L ~T ~~,.fl? Did your friend leave?

B. ~l, ~~,.fl. Yes, he did.

A. oj~l ~~,.fl? When did he leave?

B. £,.fl9J.~1 ~~,.fl. He went on Saturday.

A. ~1:1 ~~,.fl? Where did he go?

B. -7i1 ~l ~~,.fl. He went home.

A. -7i1 0 1 ~ 1:1 ~l ,.fl? Where is his home?

B. -¥-AJO 1 ~l,.fl. Pusan.
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Ir7" fi!:~ Grammar

1. -<3,1-oi..9-.
(1) '-<3,1-oi..9-' is a past tense ending
(2) '-<3,1-oi..9-' follows verb roots ending with' 3-.'

oJ %oi..9-? Didn't he come?

oJ %oi..9-. He didn't come.

~Jfl:: *oi..9-? Didn't you read/see the newspaper? r
~Jfl:: *oi..9-. I read/saw the newspaper. "

2. -»-oi..9-.
(1) -»-oi..9- is a past tense ending.

(2) -»- oi..9- follows verb roots ending with a vowel.

.:z. ~T ~oi..9-? Did that friend leave?

.:z. ~T ~oi..9-. That friend left.

'* ~oi..9-? Did you buy some clothes?

'* ~oi..9-. I bought some clothes.

3. -011 to (a place)

~oiJ:l. (He) went.

7iJ 011 ~oiJ:l. (He) went home.

4-J:l~~1 7iJ~1 ~oiJ:l. (He) went home on Wednesday.

::L 7.JT 4- J:l oJ ~1 7iJ ~1 ~oiJ:l. That friend went home on Wednesday.

4. ..9- ~ days of the week'

~..9-~ Monday

:!it..9- ~ Tuesday

4-..9- ~ Wednesday

-&-..9- ~ Thursday

~..9-~ Friday
£..9- ~ Saturda y
~..9- ~ Sunday
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D <21 E Practice
1. Change to past tense.

(1) p~ ~ tlrlnlr J:l.
(2) ~ * Ji!} J:l.

(3) * ArJ:l.
(4) ~fiJ~l 7r J:l.
(5) ~ ~l .2} J:l.

2. Translate into Korean.

(1) When did you come home?

(2) Who bought these clothes?

(3) When will you go home?

(4) What time is it?
(5) What is it?

;

!f~~V:!;~i

"
~

.,

~
~?!~1'

0-
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The Korean Language
an informal introduction for English Speakers

by David Baxterl

General Remarks

The Korean language is spoken by 44 million people in South Korea, in addition to 22

million in North Korea and several million Koreans living in other countries, especially

China (1.9 million), the United States (1.5 million), Japan (710,000), and the former Soviet

Union (450,000)2. This makes it one of the twenty most commonly spoken languages in

the world. Although scholars in China and Japan had for centuries taken a practical interest

in Korean, Westerners first began to investigate the language in the late 19th century, as the

previously tightly shut "hermit kingdom" of Korea began to open its harbors to Western

countries, and missionaries from France, England and the United States came bringing

Christianity. They wrote the first Korean grammars (Ross, 1877; Ridel, 1881; Underwood,

1890) and compiled the first Korean dictionaries (Ridel, 1881; Underwood, 1890). During

the 20th century, significant contributions to the study of the Korean language have been

made by Finnish G.J. Ramstedt and American Samuel Martin, among others.

Currently the Korean language is taught at approximately fifty American and Canadian

universities, with more being added each year. It is also taught at more than 20 universities

each in Europe and East Asia. As Korea's relationship with the West grows closer, and

Korea plays an ever more important role in world economics and politics, it becomes more

and more important for Westerners to understand the Korean people, along with their cul-

ture, history, and national identity. Understanding of the language, and how it differs from

English, the lingua franca of the West, provides a vital key to this overall understanding3.

The Korean language has undergone unprecedented turmoil during the 20th century.

From 1910 to 1945, Korea was under Japanese Imperialist control, and the Japanese gov-

ernment waged a campaign to eliminate the Korean language and replace it with Japanese.

All school classes were conducted in Japanese, and students were punished for even speak-

ing Korean among themselves. Koreans were required to adopt Japanese names in order to

have any rights as citizens. Due to the undying efforts of Korean linguists, novelists, poets,

and other intellectuals, the Korean language was not obliterated, but it did adopt many

Japanese words and phrases. Most of these have disappeared from use in the years since

liberation in 1945, and some have been deliberately removed from the language and

replaced with pure Korean expressions. Most of those .that have remained are part of a spe-

0 I The author would like to express his deep appreciation to Professor Sang-Oak Lee of Seoul National

University for his helpful insights and suggestions.
2 The population figures listed here are official statistics from the end of 1992. There is some dispute over

the number of ethnic Koreans in these countries. and the actual figures may be significantly higher. It should also
be noted that not all ethnic Koreans living in other countries are fluent in Korean.

.3 In this paper. various aspects of the Korean language are explained through comparisons with English. as
English is the native language of the author. It is hoped that this method of explanation will also be of help to
readers for whom English is a second language.
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cialized jargon of particular fields, and are not used by the population at large. I

The division of the Korean peninsula into North and South following the end of World

War II has caused the languages of the two Koreas to become substanstially different from

each other. Whereas in the South the adoption of foreign vocabulary items and the use of

Sino-Korean words has gone virtually unrestricted, the North has made a conscious effort to

"purify" the language, by establishing a standard called the "Cultured Language," which

substitutes words of native Korean origin with Sino-Korean and other loanwords. Whereas

the South has chosen the dialect of the Seoul area for its standard, the North has chosen to

model its official language after the dialect of the area including P'yongyang. As the citi-

zens of the two Koreas have almost no contact with each other (The Korean War has never

officially ended; the two sides are merety at an extended truce.), they occasionally have dif-

ficulty understanding one another when they do meet.

The standard language of the South is defined as the modem language of educated

Seoulites. Due to the extreme population displacement during the Korean War, when mil-

lions of Koreans had to flee their homes, only about 20% of current Seoul residents can

claim it as their family home of more than 50 years. The rest of the population is a mixture

of people from all over the peninsula, many of whom retain a pronounced "accent" from

their place of origin, just as someone from the American South might not lose his drawl if

he moves to New England. Regional differences are most prominent in pronunciation and

intonation, as the written language is the same throughout South Korea. Television is prov-

ing a great equalizer and homogenizer of Korean, as announcers and actors are all given

thorough training in and expected to maintain a high level ,of faithfulness to the standard

language. While this makes it more difficult to study the various Korean dialects, it does

improve communication, especially for the non-native speaker.

Geneologyl Language Family
Geneologically, Korean is not even remotely related to English and the other Indo-

European languages. It is most likely a distant cousin of the Altaic languages and Japanese,

but if so, it diverged from them thousands of years ago, and the body of related vocabulary,

while significant, is not very large. It appears that early forms of the Tungus, Mongolian,

and Turkish language groups (members of the. Altaic language family) share a comm°!l par-

ent language, but Proto-Korean either diverged from it much earlier than the other three

groijps, or perhaps had a sibling relationship with it, both having diverged from an earlier

common parent la~guage. Japanese shares manyo grammatical characteristics with Korean,

but the correspondence of sounds and the similarity of vocabulary and grammatical endings

are too poor and infrequent to establish a definite genetic relationship between the two lan-

guages. The result of this linguistic isolation is that Korean has few cognate vocabulary

items in common with other languages, with the exception of those that are the result of lin-

.guistic borrowing.

The only words likely to be familiar to English speakers are those that Korean has bor-

rowed from English (and other Western la~guages) during the past century. These words

were generally adopted along with the things or ideas they represent from Western culture.
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When the Koreans brought something new from the West for which they did not have a

name, they generally either adopted the original name (television, ice cream), or gave it a

Sino-Korean name, taking advantage of the unusual productivity of the Chinese characters

(a 'watch' is a 1I~~t, or "time-measurer').

Writing System

alphabet
Korean is generally written in han'glll alphabet, which was invented by Sejong the

Great (r. 1418-1450), the fourth king of the Choson Period, in the early 15th century,

according to phonetic and metaphysical principles, and based on careful linguistic observa-

tion and analysis of the Korean language. han' gill shows not only individual phonemes, but

also how they are arranged into syllables. As a scientific invention, han' gill is unique-

among the world's writing systems, and Koreans are justifiably proud of it and its inventor.

For the consonant characters, Sejong classified the various sounds (phonemes) of

Korean into categories based on how they are pronounced (manner of articulation) and

where they are pronounced (place of articulation), 111uch as is done in modern phonology.

He modelled the basic character for each place of articulation on a visual image of how the

speech organs look when in that particular position (See Figure 1). Thus the character for

[k] (I). is a representation of the back of the tongue pulled up to touch the rear part of the

roof of the mouth (the soft palate) of a left-facing speaker- exactly how one makes a [k]

sound. The character for [n] (L) shows the tip of the tongue against the roof of the mouth

behind the teeth (against the alveolar ridge), and the characters for sounds made in the

throat are all based on a abstract representation of the throat ( 0). The fricative sounds

(including [s], [z] and [ch]) were made with the tip of the tongue immediately behind the

teeth, and were based on a character ( "') modelled after the shape of a tooth. The basic

character (D) for labials ("lip sounds" like [b], [m] and [p]) is most likely an adaptation of

the Chinese character for 'mouth' (D). Given the derivation of the other basic consonant

characters, however, it may very well be an abstract representation of the shape of the lips.

, ., ,
, ., ,
, , , ,

Velar: Alveolar: Labial: Dental: Glottal
, " ,

Plain -, [k] i c [t] i t:j [p] i A [ts] A [s] i '0 [2]
, " ,

Heavily ~ [kll]: E [tll] : II [pll] : .*. [tsll] : % [h].
.'" ,

Aspirated : : : :

Unaspirated 11 [k'] j tt: [t'] i HH [p'] i ]X [ts'] M [s'] i ~ [x]
Tense ::: :

: :: :
Nasal 6 [u] : L [0] : c [m].: : 0

, " ..

Figure I. Some Original Han' gill Consonants

To show the different manners of articulation, Sejong devised a simple but ingeneous

system. Let us take as an example the alveolar sounds (made with the tip of the tongue on
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the ridge behind the teeth). The basic character for this series is L ([n]), which is a nasal

consonant. To make the character for the stop with the same place of articulation ([t]), a

stroke is added to the top of the character: c. The heavily aspirated version of c ([th]) has

yet another stroke added: E. The unaspirated, tense version is made by writing the plain

stop character twice: t£:. Thus stroke addition indicates a somehow stronger sound (either

[+obstruent] or [+aspirated]), and reduplication indicates the feature [+tense].

For vowels, showing graphically how the various sounds are produced is much more

difficult than with consonants, as in a vowel there is by definition no place in the mouth

where the air flow is obstructed. To create characters for the vowels, Sejong turned to

abstract concepts from East Asian philosophy, including Yin/Yang and the triad of Heaven,

Earth, and Man. Here, too, he first created simple symbols for a few basic sounds, and con-

structed the other characters by combining them. Figure 2 is a chart of the three basic char-

acters, with their pronunciation, tongue position, acoustic description, and symbolic source,

as originally described by Sejong. Figure 3 shows how the basic characters are combined

to represent other vowel sounds, including diphthongs and triphthongs. The Yin and Yang

desiginations refer to orientation in terms of vowel harmony. When dots are placed above a

horizontal line or to the right of a vertical line, the r~sulting vowel is Yang; when they are

placed below or to the left of a line, the result is a Yin vowel.

Graph Pronun- Tongue Voice Symbolic
ciation (position) Source

." contracted deep (round)
heaven

.slightly not deep, (flat)
-'1"

contracted not shallow earth

I .not h II (upright)
1 s aow

contracted man

Figure 2. Basic Vowel Characters

Yang Yin

I- a -_ I v -:-
-0 0 u

I I v

-ya -yo -yO ":':' yu

I-I ay ..:..1 oy -II oy ,,:,1 uy

..:..1- wa ..:..1-1 way ':".1 wo ::11 w~

Figure 3. Combination Vowel Characters
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The consonant and vowel characters are combined to form syllable units. The initial
consonant (or 0 in syllabl,es that begin with a vowel) is written first, followed by the vowel
and a final consonant or consonants where necessary. Vowels whose main stroke is vertical
are written to the right of the initial consonant, and those whose main stroke is horizontal
are written beneath it. The following examples are written in modem script, in which the
original dots have been replaced with easier-to-write short lines. Also, some diphthongs
have become monophthongs, and they are transcribed here according to modem practice.

7~ ka 7J kan ~ so * ok
:if! kwan ~ kwaen $JJ swae :5!Jl k'wae

Although han'gul was created in the 15th century, it was not immediately adopted into
widespread use. Classical Chinese was the preferred medium of written expression for the
educated elite, and the new script was considered "undignified" in comparison. In addition,
it threatened the monopoly that the upper classes held over the written word and made it
possible for even women and peasants to become literate. In the beginning, han' gul was
used mainly for writing novels and poetry in the vernacular and for annotations and transla-
tions of texts written in classical Chinese. The everyday use of the alphabet spread very
gradually from the women of the court to the upper class women, and finally to the lower
classes as well. Most scholars continued to favor classical Chinese through the 19th centu-
ry, and it was only at the beginning of this century that han'gul became dominant in every
aspect of Koreans' writing.

non-han'gul scripts

In addition to han' gul, Koreans sometimes use the Roman alphabet to represent foreign
words and abbreviations, Arabic numerals for numbers and calculations, and Chinese char-
acters for Sino-Korean words and names.

If a foreign word has been adopted into the Korean language and is used commonly in
everyday speech, it is generally written in han'gul. Foreign words not in general usage are
used for a touch of real or perceived sophistication in brand names, etc., or to refer to a
thing or idea still unfamiliar in Korea, and for which there is no commonly used name. In
this case the word is often written first in han' gul, with the Roman alphabet spelling in
parentheses following. The Roman alphabet is the standard for all foreign words, including
those from languages such as Russian or Arabic, which are ordinarily written in other

scripts.
Although classical Chinese has long since been replaced in actual use by written

Korean, it is still taught in Korean middle and high schools. The Chinese characters are
still used in newspaper headlines because of their conciseness and immediate semantic
communicative power. They are also used sometimes for writing names (which are tradi-
tionally Sino-Korean) and in scholarly writing because they do not have the ambiguity of a
phonetic script like han' gul. There are many Chinese characters that have the same pronun-
ciation in Korean, so if a Sino-Korean word or especially a Sino-Korean name is written in
han' gul, it is not always clear which character is intended. There is a trend nowadays to
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avoid using Chinese characters whenever practical, and some newborns (especially girls)

are even given pure Korean names.

Chinese characters were formerly used to represent numbers as well, but they have

been almost entirely replaced by Arabic numerals. One can imagine three reasons for this

change. First, Chinese characters are awkward tor expressing quantities of more than one

digit (one-hundred-two-ten-three vs. 123, etc.). Second, Arabic numerals stand out clearly

to the eye and are immediately recognized as representing numbers, whereas the Chinese

characters for numbers are not fundamentally different from other characters. Third,

increasing contact with other countries has brought a need to adopt a number system recog-

nized world-wide, not only in East Asia.

vertical VS. horizontal writing

When characters in any writing system are used to write texts, they are generally writ-

ten either in horizontal rows or vertical columns. The characters in a row, or the columns

on a page, may either be arranged from left to right, or from right to left. The vertical ori-

entation in all writing systems is from top to bottom, rather than from bottom to top.

Considering all the combinations of the two factors of rows vs. columns, and left vs. right

horizontal orientation, there are thus four theoretically possible arangements for characters

on a page. These are shown in Figure 4, in which rows and columns are outlined with

boxes, and the order of the characters is shown with numerals.

(A)m2 3 (B)m2 1 (C)rn!4 1 (D)m4 7
456 654852 258
789 987 963 369

English Arabic Classical ( ? )
Hebrew Chinese

Figure 4. Horizontal and Vertical Writing Styles

(A) is of course the way in which English in written. Well known examples of (B) are

Arabic and Hebrew. Classical Chinese is written as in (C), but the author knows of no lan-

guage that uses (D).

Korean writing, both that using Chinese characters and that using han'gill, was origi-

nally written as in (C), following the model of classical Chinese. When only a few charac-

ters were to be written, as in the title of a document or on a stone marker, they were some-

times written in a horizontal row, also from right to left, as in (B). Beginning in the late

19th century, however, exposure to Western languages and a growing emphasis on speed

and efficiency in reading led to attempts to write the Korean language as in (A). Due to the

visual structure of Chinese characters and han' gill, which combine both horizontal and ver-

tical elements in a roughly square shape, both scripts have proved easily adaptable to hori-

zontal writing. The change from (C) to (A) has been gradual, but nowadays newspapers are

virtually the only major publications to still use (C).4

4 Many newspapers have begun to combine horizontal and vertical writing. and a few dailies (e.g. Han-

Kyoreh Shin/llun) use horizontal writing exclusively.
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Phonology
vowels

Korean has between 7 and 10 monophthongs ("pure" vowels, in which the position of

the mouth does not change during utterance), depending on the speaker. Standard Korean

officially has 10 such vowels, although two of these (ii and 6) may also be pronounced as

diphthongs (wi and we). In addition, many Koreans do not distinguish between the two

vowels [e] and [c]. The two Korean "0" sounds ([6] and [on, which are clearly distin-

guished by all Koreans, are particularly hard for Americans to tell apart. American English,

on the other hand, has relatively few pure vowels. American vowels usually involve a

change of lip position (and therefore of vowel quality) at the end.

Korean vowels are always pronounced the same, and with more or less the same stress,

whereas English vowels change quality depending on whether or not they are stressed. A

comparison of the English and Korean words for "banana" clarifies this difference. In the

pronunciation of the English word, the first and last syllables are unstressed, and so their

vowel becomes the "schwa" sound "uh." The International Phonetic Association symbol

for the vowel of the second syllable, which is stressed, is [re], the vowel in "bat" and "man."

In the Korean word, the vowel in each syallble is pronounced with the same quality and the

same stress, much like the English exclamation "Ah !" Thus, while the pronunciation of the

English word could be written "buh-nre-nuh," the pronunciation of the Korean word would

more accurately be written "bah-nah-nah."

Vowel Harmony. Like the other Altaic languages, Korean has a system of "vowel har-

mony." The vowels are divided into two groups- the Yin vowels and the Yang vowels- and

as a rule the two are not mixed in a single word. A few often used endings have two alter-

nate forms: one for Yin stems and one for Yang. Perhaps the area in which vowel harmony

plays the most important role is in onomatopoeic words- words that imitate or suggest what

they stand for (e.g. "bang," "crunch," "slap"). These words often come in YinlYang pairs,

of which the Yin variant refers to a larger action than the Yang variant. For example, a

stone falling in a pond goes p'ongdang (Yang) whereas a rotund man plopping in the same

lake would go p'ungdong (Yin).

consonants
The Korean [r] is a stranger to the American tongue (as is the American [r] to the

Korean tongue). It is similar to the flapped [r] of Spanish, Italian, or Japanese. It cannot

Come at the end of a word, whereas the Korean [1] sound (slightly different from an

American [ID cannot come at the beginning. This kind of difference between English and

Korean liquids (r's and 1's) accounts for the difficulty that Koreans have with words like

"light" and "right" when they learn English.

Korean has three different manners of articulation for its three word-initial unaspirated

stops and one affricate (see Figure 1) at each place of articulation. In other words, there are

three different p's, three different t's, three different k's, and three different ch's with which

a word may start. Let us take [t] as an example. The plain version [t] is pronounced with a

slight puff of breath (aspiration). There is also a heavily aspirated version [th] and an
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unaspirated, tense version [to] as well. The unaspirated, tense [to] is very similar to [t] in

French and Italian, and is close to the pronunciation of "t d" in English "Just do it."5 It is

somewhat harder for the English speaker to differentiate between the two aspirated stops [t]

and [th], as the amount of aspiration is not always the same, but rather varies from speaker

to speaker and even with the same speaker according to his or her mood.

Korean distinguishes between two different "s" sounds, one "breathy" and one "tense."

This is a very subtle difference that completely eludes most non-Koreans and even some

Koreans (esp. those from the south-east).

Final Consonants. Word-final consonants in Korean are never released, whereas in

English they sometimes are and sometimes aren't, with no difference in meaning.

"Unreleasing" (as defined by Kim-Renaud 1974) means retaining the oral contact after

articulation of a consonant. In Korean a consonant is released only when it is followed by a

vowel within the same syllable. After saying a Korean word ending with [p] the lips should

always be pressed together.

The fact that final consonants are not released has brought the side effect that all stops,

fricatives, and affricates with the same place of articulation sound exactly the same when

they come at the end of a syllable. This has created a large number of homonyms. One

often-cited example is the seven different native Korean (not Sino-Korean) words all pro-

nounced [nat]: ~ 'grain', 'i:!:- 'a unit', 1)- 'sickle', 1;;J:- 'was born', '::k 'daytime', ~ 'face',

and ~- 'to give birth',

Consonant Clusters. Like the other Altaic languages, Korean has limits in the number

of consonants that can occur successively. Only one consonant can be pronounced at the

beginning of a syllable, and only one at the end, for a maximum total of two consonants in

a row (the final consonant of one syllable plus the initial consonant of the next syllable).

When English words with more than one initial consonants are pronounced in Korean, a

vowel [i-) is inserted between the consonants: strike> sitiraiki-.

rhythm~ stress, and pitch

English has a very intricate system of word-stress and sentence-stress, and the amount

of time between sentence stresses is usually about the same regardless of how many sylla-

bles come between them. Which syllable is stressed often shows whether the word is being

used as a verb or noun (e.g. relay (verb), relay (noun)).

In Korean, each syllable is pronounced with about the same amount of stress and takes

about the same amount of time to pronounce. This does not mean that Korean is spoken in

a monotonous drone, but rather that changes in rhythm, stress, and pitch do not usually

result in a change of lexical or syntactic meaning. Changes of intonation are used at the

ends of sentences to differentiate between statements and questions, much as they are in

English.

!'
5 As pronounced in NikeTM advertisements.
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I

Morphology
vocabulary/ word formation

The source of the Korean language's most basic, everyday vocabulary is the language

to which present-day Korean traces its roots: the Shilla6 language. The vast majority of its

high-level vocabulary however, including almost all conceptual and academic terms, con-
sists of Sino-Korean words- words consisting of combinations of Chinese characters. As

written Chinese was associated with the educated elite, words of Chinese origin are often

more polite and formal than their native Korean synonyms. They also are more stiff and

impersonal. In addition to words employing the Chinese characters, there has been a small

but significant amount of linguistic borrowing from spoken Chinese, Mongolian, Japanese,

and most recently, English. The borrowings have occurred primarily during periods of mil-

itary occupation or strong cultural influence by other civilizations.

Chinese characters were probably first introduced to the Korean peninsula around 2000

years ago, and were originally used to write only the Chinese language. Each Chinese char-

acter is a pictograph, a symbol representing a particular word with a particular pronuncia-

tion and meaning. This means that there is a different character for each basic word, for a

total of over 50,000. Only about two or three thousand characters are used commonly in

Korea, however, and knowledge of 10,000 characters is considered exceptional.
Chinese characters have been used in Japan 7 and Vietnam, in addition to Korea and

China itself, and each country adapted the pronunciation of the characters to its own pho-

netic system while retaining the meanings more or less intact. The characters can be com-

bined almost limitlessly in strings of two or three to produce very short words with very

specific meanings. The vast majority of Sino-Korean words consist of two Chinese charac-
ters. Some of these words were adopted whole from China (mainly in pre-modem times) or

Japan (mainly in the 20th century), resulting in identical vocabulary in the three languages,

with slightly different pronunciation. Other words were created in Korea from previously

introduced characters, with the result that in Korea an 'engagement' is usually referred to as

a 'Promise to Marry (~~~),' while in Japan it is a 'Marriage Promise (~~~).' TheChinese

words for 'steam ship' and 'train' are 'Fire Wheel Ship (*iliiiDJilG)' and 'Fire Wheel Car (*

iIiiiD.)', while in Korean and Japan they are 'Steam Ship (i~JilG)' and 'Steam Car (i~.).'

Still other "Chinese" characters have been created in Korea. The character ~ (meaning

'rock,' pronounced to! consists of the Chinese character for 'rock' (::fj) on top of another

character (l.,) used to show the final! of the Korean word. The character ~, meaning 'rice

paddy,' is a similar combination of the Chinese character for 'water' (7J'() and the character

for 'field' (83), as a rice paddy is basically a field flooded with water.

word endings

All derivation and verb conjugation in Korean is accomplished through the addition of

6 One of the "Three Kingdoms" on the Korean Peninsula in the first centuries A.D.. Shilla conquered Kogur
y6 and Paekje in the 7th century. uniting the peninsula for the first time.

7 Chinese characters were first brought to Japan around 400 A.D. by the Korean scholar Wani. pronounced .
Wangin in Korean.
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various endings to a stem or root. For predicates (i.e. verbs and adjectives), the basic mean-

ing is always contained in the root, while the endings show grammatical function, part of

speech, tense, aspect, honorific level, etc. All Korean sentences end in a predicate, and the

fact that so much information is included as part of the predicate makes it possible for a

sentence in Korean to consist of a single verb or adjective, and its endings.

I) Haengbokha-.shi-gess-oyo. 'You must be happy.'

2) Chap-hi-do-n.va? 'Did it get caught?'

In these word-sentences, the first part (the root) gives the respective basic meanings of

1)- 'happy' and 2) 'to catch,' while the last part is part of an honorifIc system showing how

careful and polite the speaker is being toward the hearer. In I), the speaker is being quite

polite (-oyo), while the speaker in 2) is most likely an older person addressing a child (-

nya). In I), -shi- indicates that the speaker considers the implied subject (here, the person

addressed) worthy of respect, while -gess- shows that the statement made is a matter of

conjecture, rather than established fact. In 2), -hi- makes the active verb 'to catch' become

passive ('to be caught'), and -do- indicates past tense of first-hand experience. These two

examples are relatively simple, with only three endings apiece, but there is theoretically no

limit to the number of possible combinations of endings, and strings of five or more are not

uncommon.
Due to this highly developed system of endings, Korean uses pronouns much less than

English and other Western languages do, and in fact has no relative pronouns at all.

Predicate endings give so much information about subjects and objects that the hearer usu-

ally knows what or whom the speaker is referring to without explicit reference.

Development in the written language of a female third person pronoun corresponding to

"she" (kunyo) has taken place in the 20th century, due largely to exposure to Western lan-

guages and translations of Western novels, but this pronoun is rarely used in the spoken lan-

guage, as there is simply no need for it.

Luckily for the student of Korean, the Korean language does not have gender cate-

gories for nouns, and it also has no articles (the equivalents of "a", "an", and "the"). These

two facts alone mean that the student of Korean need not worry about many of the difficul-

ties one faces when learning a European language.

Syntax
word order

The basic word order for English is S- V-O; the subject is followed by the verb, which is

followed by the direct object: "1.eJ!1 ~ i!l212k." The basic order of a Korean sentence is S-

O- V: "1 ~ i!l212k .eJ!1." In fact, except for the subject coming towards the beginning of the

sentence, almost everything about Korean word order is backwards from an English speak-

er's point of view. Modifying words and phrases come ~ the word they modify,

instead of after them, as in English. English has prepositions, Korean has suffixes which

function as "post-positions."
The following sentence, taken from a recent Korean newspaper, serves to illustrate just
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how different Korean word order is from that of English. Here is the whole sentence. fol-

lowed by a romanized version and a fairly .literal English translation:

froJ!°J~J~~olA~:§l-i:- ~t!;tJ\l;t~fl:~I~ TJ:!. rp~-:?!r°l ~-<!l°J t:}/~ ~~21Ad-

AJPJ~ t:}/AJW 7..-1% -R-T15J! Ad-oJolA~~~7JoJ] t1-J-+~%-% ~olJ:!. ~~l-~ ~I!!XJ

-f!: ~-<!l°Jj"11!J% 7d-~»~ }jd-"tJ°J 7J~ 50.;! °J:~~4.8

Yuen-anjiin-bojang-isa-hoe-nurl Puk-han-haek-munje-rill no-k '0 Chung-guk-ch 'uk-i
kyiirili-an taeshin Anbori-uijang siingmyiing-uro taeshinhal kiiS-ltl yogu-hae .\'ang-im-isa-

guk-dul-gan-e makhu-jiilch 'ung-ul piiri-go iss-una Miguk-ltn kyiinti-an-ch 'aet'aek-ul kang-

haeng-hal pangch 'im-in kiis-uro o-il allyiijiitta.

It became known on the 5th that the U.N. Security Council is holding behind-the-scenes

negotiations among (its) permanent member nations concerning the problem of North
Korean nuclear (capability), as China has requested that the resolution (currently under con-

sideration) be replaced with a statement from the head of the Security Council, but the

United States is planning to force the adoption of the resolution.

This is a very long and complex sentence. but sentences of this type are the norm rather

than the exception in academic or journalistic writing. and are not difficult for the educated

Korean to understand.

Analysis of this sentence shows that it consists of three large parts. I have shown them
in the order in which they appear in the Korean sentence (hereafter in romanization only).

followed by the English translation with a number in parentheses representing that section's

position in the English sentence.

I. Yuen-anjiin-bojang-isa-hoe-nun Puk-han-haek-munje-rill no-k'o Chung-guk-ch 'uk-i

kyiinti-an taeshin Anbori-ltijang siingmyiing-ttro taeshinhal kiis-ul yogu-hae sang-im-isa-

guk-dul-gan-e makhu-jiilch 'ung-ul piiri-go i.\'s-una
the U.N. Security Council is holding behind-the-scenes negotiations among (its) per-

manent member nations concerning the problem of North Korean nuclear icapability), as

China has requested that a resolution be replaced with a statement from the head of the

Security Council, but (2)

2. Miguk-un kyiirili-an-ch 'aet'aek-ltl kanghaeng-hal pangch 'im-i-

the United States is planning to force the adoption of a resolution. (3)

3. -n kiis-uro v-if allyiijiitta.

It became known on the 5th that (I)

The last section of the Korean sentence must be translated first to render a smooth

English equivalent "It became known that." is a passive verb construction without a real

8 'P* Fl $a (The Joong-angDail)' News); Thursday. May 6. 1993. p. 2.
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subject. The main predicate of a Korean sentence always comes at the very end, whereas in

English it almost always comes near the beginning, immediately after the subject.

The first two large sections of the Korean text appear in the same order in the English

equivalent, but the conjunction "but" (na) is attached to the last word of the first section in

Korean, while in English it should begin the next clause. The same is true of "that" (-n

kos-uro) in section 3.
Further analysis of the rather complex first section reveals greater difference in the

structure of Korean and English:

I. Yuen-anjon-bojang-isa-hoe-niin
the U.N. Security Council (I)

2. Puk-han-haek-munje-riil no-k'o
concerning the problem of North Korean nuclear (capability), (4)

3. Chung-guk-ch'iik-i
[as] China (5)

4. kyoriii-an taeshin
[instead of] a resolution (7)

5. Anbori-iiijang songmyong-iiro taeshinha-
be replaced with a statement from the head of the Security Council, (8)

6. -I kos-iil yogu-hae
has requested that (6)

7. sang-im-isa-guk-diil-gan-e
among (its) permanent member nations (3)

8. makhu-jolch 'ung-iil pori-go iss-iina

is holding behind-the-scenes negotiations [but] (2)

The main thing to notice here is that once again the predicates come at the end in

Korean, and imediately after the subject in English. The reader of the Korean sentence

knows immediately that the U.N. Security Council is the subject of this clause, but does not

know what the Security Council is doing until the end of the section. On the other hand,

the reader of the English version knows that the Security Council is holding negotiations,

but does not find out exactly why until the end of the section. In general, the structure of an

English sentence begins with the broadest concepts and fills in the details later, while a

Korean sentence gives the reader a lot of details at the beginning and then places them in

context. Since the constructions that make a sentence negative are attached to the

predicate, the reader of a Korean sentence occasionally makes his way all the way through

a long sentence only to find that the sentence means exactly the opposite of what he had

thought.
For further reference, I have divided the same sentence into 28 small parts, none of

which come in the same order in English as in Korean. In several cases I have even had to
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separate a verb stem from an ending in Korean. One lesson the English-speaking student of

Korean can learn from this example is that it is virtually impossible to read a Kore~n sen-

tence of this complexity while simultaneously translating everything into English. In order

to attain any degree of fluency in Korean, it is necessary to "think in Korean," processing

Korean data without needing to translate into one's native language. This is equally true for

the Korean student of English.

I. Yuen-anjon-bojang-isa-hoe-nun 4. the U.N. Security Council

2. Puk-han-haek 12. of North Korean nuclear (capability),

3. munje II. the problem

4. -riilno-k'o 10. concerning

5. Chung-guk-chzlk-i 13. (as) ~

6. kyonli-an taeshin 16. [instead on a resolution

7. ~ 22. of the Securit~ Council,

8. !Iijang 21. from the head

9. songmyong 20. a statement

10. -uro 19. with

II. taeshinha- 18. replaced

12. -/0 17. be

1j 13.kos-ul 15. that

14. yogu-hae 14. has requested

15. sang-im-isa-guk-dul 9. (its) permanent member nations

16. gan-e 8. among

17. makhu-jolch 'ung-ul 7. behind-the-scenes negotiations

18. pori-go 6. holding

19.iss- 5.is

20. -linG MiEJlk:un 23. but the United States

21. kyoriii-an 28. of a resolution.

22. ch'aet'aek-ul 27. the adoption

23. kanghaeng-ha- 26. force

24. -I 25. to

25. pangch 'im-i- 24. is planning

26. -n kos-uro 3. that

27. o-il 2. on the 5th

28. allyojotta. I. It became known

This sentence also serves as a good example of how Chinese characters are used in

journalistic writing. Of the twenty-eight parts shown above, nineteen are composed mainly

or entirely of Sino-Korean elements, and thus could be written either in Chinese characters

or in hun' gill. Only four are written in Chinese characters (2, 5, 7, and 20- words originally

written in Chinese characters and their English translations underlined above), and these are

ones that contain the proper nouns "North Korea" (~t.,t), "China" (~~), "Security

Council" (~f*:E.I), and "United States" (~~). "Nuclear" (tb;) is also written with a

Chinese character, as it is a Sino-Korean word and is attached to the word for "North

Korea" to make a compound. The Chinese characters for "Security Council" in no. 7 are
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actually an abbreviation of the complete title, found in no. I. The abbreviation is written in

Chinese characters for clarity, whereas when the same word is spelled out in no. I, han' gul

suffices.

Semantics

speech levels & social background
America and Korea have two extremely different social histories. The United States

was founded on the idea that all people are created equal, and as a nation has been dedicat-

ed at least in principle to equality ever since. This idea is reflected in the fact that

Americans can use the same sentence when speaking to the president, to parents and grand-

parents, to friends, to children, or to a stranger.
In Korea, this is impossible. Confucianism was adopted hundreds of years ago, and has

implanted in Korean society the idea that everyone and everything has a particular place.

Not always is the person you are talking to on the same social level as you. Whether

because of age, profession, social status or whatever, he or she is often either "higher" or

"lower" than you, and should be spoken to accordingly.
The Korean language reflects this social phenomenon in its system of "levels of

speech" Before significant contact with the West began at the end of the 19th century, there

were as many as six distinct levels in the language, each to be used by certain types of peo-

ple to certain types of people. The 20th century has brought the spread of democracy and

the gradual demise of Confucianism, and today's young people commonly use only two or

three different levels of speech in their everyday lives, but the heirarchy remains in the lan-

guage in many forms. The basic word for "you" is no, but it can be used only when

addressing a child or a close acquaintance the same age or younger than oneself. For other

people, one must choose from an assortment of titles including "teacher", "aunt/uncle",

"older brother/sister", and several more polite words that just mean "you."

head vs. hearl
Many people familiar with both English and Korean would agree that if English is lan-

guage of the head, Korean is a language of the heart. English tends to have clear and clean

distinctions between definitions, whereas Korean is much more subtle and subjective. A

telling example of this trend may be found in the words describing different colors. On an

objective level, there are relatively few purely Korean color adjectives.9 In addition to

black and white, the spectrum is divided up into the three primary colors of red, yellow, and

blue. The same word p 'uruda, can be used equally effectively to describe both green grass

and a blue sky.
The subjective level, however, is where Korean color words shine. Using consonants

of diff'erent strengths, vowels of different colors, and various suffixes added to the adjective

stem, the Koreans can express how a certain color makes them feel. The extent and subtle-

\) The native Korean cok)r adjectives are supplemented extensively by Sino-Korean words and native com-

pound noun~ con~i~ting of the name of ~omething followed by the word for .Color. ~ (e.g. ?%f-~ .indigo-color.).
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ty to which this is possible goes far beyond the difference between EIlglish "blue" and
"bluish," and is in fact one of the characteristics that makes the Korean language unique.
Similar shades of distinction are made in words describing tastes. Koreans at first have a
hard time believing that English speakers use the same word "hot" to describe both coffee
and chili peppers.

ego
From a Korean persp~ctive, the English speaker is decidedly ego-centric. He speaks of

"my home," "my mother," "my school," and "my country," while a Korean sees these as
belonging to a group of people (family, students, or citizens), and always precedes them
with a possessive pronoun meaning 'our.'IO Ask a Korean about his job, and he will
usually tell you fust what company he works for, then what section he is in and what his
rank is. An English speaker, on the other hand, will most likely fust tell you what he per-
sonally does ("I'm an electrician," etc.). To the Korean, membership in a particular section
or company is of primary importance, while to the English speaker, his own skills or duties
come fust, and the company is seen as an entity for which he provides a service and from
which he expects due compensation. The contrast between Eastern self-effacement and
Western self-assertion is also evident in the way Koreans and English speakers express sub-

jective judgements. In general, the English speaker makes himself the subject of the sen-
tence, saying "I like chocolate," or "I hope it rains," while the Korean makes the object of
judgement the subject of the sentence, saying "(As for me) chocolate is good," and "It
would be nice if it rained."

10 An extreme example of this is the fact that a Korean man will often refer to his wife as "our wife." This

is. however, most likely a restricted form of our" actually including only the speaker himself, and does not imply

wife-sharing.
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